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Young Wild West"s .Cow-boy Challenge
OR,

ARIETTA'S
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GUESS

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West Joins Some
Jolly Cowboys.

It was near sunset and a number of cowboys
employed at the Big Y Ranch were camping for
the night close to the shallow stream that helped
feed the Pecos River. The spring round-up was
taking place, and the men had worked hard all
day long and were satisfied to see the five or
six hundred cattle they had gathered together
peacefully grazing or wading in the water and
chewing their cuds. The "grub wagon" stood
close to a rather high bank that was not more
than a dozen yards from the edge of the creek,
and near it the cowboy who was acting as the
cook was starting a fire to cook the evenmg meal.
There was a round dozen in the bunch, and they
were all young men, some of them being beard·
less boys. But they were a jolly lot, and as
the cook started to mixing some dough for the
biscuits he intended to give them for supper,
Tom Dalzel, the foreman, called out:
"Now, bQys, watch Greeny make his first lot
of stomach busters! If we eat them biscuits,
an' any one happens ter die afore mornin', I
reckon there'll be a lynchin', an' Greeny will
play ther leadin' l'ole, as they calls it at the1·
theaters. Ha, ha, ha! Jest watch him dig in
that flour an' water with his fingers. I'll bet
he forgot ter put in any yeast powder."
'·You jest shet up, Tom Dalzel," the cook retorted, good natm·edly. "Give me a show, is all
I ask, an' I'll fix up some of ther finest biscuits
yer ever put in your mouth. If one of you
grinnin' galoots will jest chuck a little more
wood on ther fire, so I'll have plenty of live
coals when I git ready, there won't be no failure
ter this mess. I l'eckon I knows what I'm <loin',
even if I am makin' my first lot of biscuits."
A couple of the men hastened to fix up the
fil'e and the others having nothing to do, lounged
around, some of them smoking cigarettes or
pipes. The sun was sinking lower and lower,
and by the time the cook was ready for his
hungry partners it was disappearing from view
behind the distant range that lay to the west.
The cattle kept together in a bunch, none of them
The
showing a disposition to stray away.
branchos belonging to the cowboys had been
turned loose and they were nibbling at the short
grass in a contented maner.
"Here you go, Bill!" called out Tom Dalzel as
.he waved one of the biscuits Greeny had made in

his hand and then raised it to throw. "Jest see
if you kin ketch this. I'; strikes me as t110ugh
it would be a putty g;;ud sc,1·t of basebaL. I
ain't no basebau p,aye:,r myself, but I've heard
that you are somewhat g01,d at that game. Jest
see if you kin ketcl1 th.;:; now."
"Let her come, 'l'orn," was the reply, and a big,
good-natured looking young man, who was conspicuous in a red and black plaid shirt, held his
hands in readiness to catch the biscuit.
The foreman let it go pretty hard, and the
result was that Bill misseu and caught it •fully
upon the breast.
"G1·eat ginger!" he exclaimed, "what was that,
a chunk of lead? Why, it would liked to have
knocked me down, Tom."
"I reckon it's a whole lot worse nor a chunk
of lead," Tom answered, shaking his head. "Jest
pick it up an' feel ther weight of it once. Greeny
says he put yeast powder in that mess he was
makin' up, but I'll bet he didn't."
The face of the cook was now a study. He
pried one from the pan himself and weighed it
carefully in his hand. "By thunder!" he exclaimed, "I'll bet it
wasn't yeast powder I put in ther dough, after
all. Seems to me I must have got hold of ther
can of salteratus I had. My! but there'll be
fun now, I s'pose. Yes, I know it must have
been saleratus I got, 'cause them biscuits is as
yaller as a bunch of saffron."
Just then Bill let the biscuit go at him, and
not seeing it in time the cook was unable to
dodge, so he got it on the side of the head.
"Wow!' he called out. "Stop that. Fun is
fun, boys, but I don't like to git hit with a rock
·
when I ain't lookin'."
Greeny tried to_ explain that he must have
made a mistake and used salteratus instead of
yeast powder, but his partners would not listen
to him. A rush was made for the pan of hot
biscuits, and the next minute the cook was being
pelted unmercifully with them. Finding that
they meant to keep at him, Greeny ran away
straight from the camp, hoping to get amgng
some trees that were a couple of hundred feet
distant and thus escape his tormentors. He had
not gone but a few steps when he caught "sight
of a party of riders approaching less than half
a mile away. As some of them were females, as
he could easily see in spite of the distance, he
was not a little surprised, and he promptly
called out:
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"Look there, boys! Some gals is comin' this
way."
_
The cowboys ceased pelting him with the biscuits right away and turned their gaze in the
·direction he had indicated.
"There's three gals comin', sure enough," Tom
Dalzel the foreman, declared. "There's three
men, too, while fetchin' up ther rear is a couple
of heathen Chinese. Say, boys, I'll bet I know
who they are!"
"Who, Tom?" asked the man called Bill~
"Young Wild West an' his friends," was the
quick reply. "I wouldn't have thought it was
them so quick if I hadn't seen ther two Chinamen. Young Wild West an' his pards an' ther
gals generally has two heathens with 'em as servants on their trips around through ther West
and Southwest. I've met 'em afore, though I
don't know as they would recognize me. Say,
this is great, this is! Young Wild West is ther
champion deadshot of ther West, yer know. He's .
known as ther price of ther saddle, too, 'cause
he ain't never met his match at breakin' or .ridin' a horse. He's got one of ther finest horses
that a saddle was ever put on, too. It's a cleanlimbed sorrel stallion, an' kin go like ther wind.
Yes, that's Young Wild West an' his friends,
all right. That gal ridin' ahead with him is
Arietta, his sweetheart. She's a yaller-haired
gal, an' one of ther best lookers I've ever sot
eyes on. Jest look at that mustang she's riding!
It's a cream-white, an' as putty as a circus
hor:se. But they've all got good horses, for that
matter. Young Wild West an' his pards is all
rich. They own gold mines an' ranches, an' they
spend their time ridin' around ther' wildest parts
of ther West jest for ther purpose of lookin' up
what they call adventure. Young Wild West
ain't nuthin' but a boy, but he's made himself
a terror to outlaws an' bad men, as well as
crooked Injuns. I know all about him, boys.
I'll bet you'll a11 like him ther minute you see
him an' hear him talk."
The foreman's listeners were not a little interested, and after watching the approaching
party for a full minute · longer they turned and
went on back to the camp. But the approaching party reached the camp before they could
start in eating, and they now rushed forward
to geet the strangers.
"It's Young Wild West, jest as I said, boys!".
cried the foreman, taking off his hat and waving
· it over his head. "Give him three cheers! Now
then, one, two, three. Let her go!"
The cowboys cheered to a man, and the dashing boy who was riding the sorrel stallion took
off his hat and bowed right and left. The foreman had made no mistake about it. The boy
was Young Wild West, about whom so much has
been written that it was not necessary to give
a description of him, any further than to say
that he looked to be just what he was-the ideal
boy hero of the Wild West. Both he and his
partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, were
attired in fancy buckskin hunting suits, while
their female companions wore costumes that
'were a combination of riding and hunting suits.
Jim Dart was a boy about the same age as
he, while C-heyenne Charlie was a tall man with
lorg, dark hair and mustache, who had served
7ears as a scout for the government troops.

The gold-haired girl mounted upon the white
steed was Arietta Murdock, the sweetheart of
our hero, as Tom Dalzel had said. The darkeyed girl, about the same age, was Jim Dart's
sweetheart, Eloise Gardner. The third girlfor our hero and his partners always called
them "the girls"-was Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, while the two Chinamen were
brothers named Hop Wah and Wing W.ah.
"Well, boys," said Young Wild West as he disJl!Ounted, "I reckon you haven't any objections
to our comping here with you for the night, have
you? We saw you here just as we were thinking of stopping and going into camp, and then
we concluded to ride on and join you."
"Sartin, we ain't got no objections, Young
Wild West," the fo 'r eman answered quickly. "I
was jest tellin' ther boys somethin' about yer.
I knowed who yer was ther minute I was able
to see them two heathen you have got with you.
I've met you afore."
"Is that so?
Well, your face does seem
familiar, though I must confess that I am not
able to call you by name."
"I'm Tom Dalzel, ther foreman of ther Big Y
~anch, an' we're roundin' up ther cattle so they
kin be sorted out an' ther calves branded. We've
had mighty good luck to-day an' we was all
feelin' putty good when you showed up. Jest
make yourselves at home."
"Thank you. I reckon we won't be very long
in doing that. We will stop right over there by
that group of trees. Get a move on you, Hop
and Wing. You know what to do."
As our dashing young hero started to lead
his horse to.ward the group of trees he had
pointed out the foreman stepped forward with
one of the biscuits Greeny had baked.
"What do yer think of this, Young Wild
West?" he asked as he shot a glance at the cook.
"Our man Greeny, which is doin' d)lty as cook
on this trip, made a pan of them things for us
to eat for supper. Jest feel ther weight of that
thing!"
Wild, as our hero was called by his friends
and acquaintances, took hold of the biscuit, and
a smile at once came over his face.
"Have you got plenty of flour?" he asked.
"Plenty of it, an' lots of corn-meal, too."
"All right the!}. Just put off your suppe~· 'a
little Jonger, and I will send our cook rigli't
over here. We have got a big chunk from a
buck we shot yesterday, too, that we don't want
to use ourselves, and you are welcome to that.
It will only take a few minutes longer. Our
Chinese cook will fix up some biscuits for you
that will be fit to eat and I'll bet on it. Cheyenne Charlie's wife will attend to our wants,
for she can beat the Chinaman, especially when
it comes to making biscuits or bread."
"What do yer say, boys? Will we wait?"
Dalzel asked, turning to his companions, who
were no doubt very hungry by this time.
"You bet we will," came the reply. "Ther
longer we wait ther more hungry we'll git."
A few minutes later Wing, the Chinese Cook,
was showing Greeny how to make up a batch of
biscuits, while Hop Wah, the other Chinaman,
assisted by Jim Dart, was erecting the two tents
that belonged to the outfit of our hero and his
friends close to the clump of trees not far dis-
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tant. Right here it will be well to state that
the Chinaman known as Hop Wah was an exception to the general run of his race. Though
he was fully as innocent looking as was his
brother, the cook, that was as far as-it went. The
fact was that he was a very clever sleight-of-,
hand performer, a professionel carp sharp and
was fond of practical joking. Hop worked away,
every now and then casting glance toward the
cowboy camp, where Wing was diligently working. One great failing he had was that Hop was
a little too fond of whisky, which he invariably
called tanglefoot.
It now occurred to Hop that it was more than
likely that some of the cowboys might possess
some tanglefoot, and he was hurrying to get
the tents up so he might investigate. So many
times had he put up the tents and taken them
down again that the work was done in a systematic way, and it was not long before he was
through. Then he strolled carelessly over to the
cowboy camp.

a

CHAPTER II.-Hop Has A Little Fun With
the Cowboys.
"Hello, heathen," said Tom Dalzel, the foreman, grinning as the Chinaman stopped near
where his brother was at work. "So yer thought
you would come over an' see how ther other
heathen was makin' out, did yer?"
'Lat light," answered Hop, smiling blandly.
"My fool blother allee samee velly goodee cook,
so be."
"Your fool brother, eh? Ha, ha, ha!"
The rest of the cowboys who overheard the remark joined the foreman in laughing. Hop always went well prepared to perform funny and
mysterious tricks, and he was never better pleased than when he got among a lot of cowboys,
for he usually found them to be very good fellows, indeed, and always eager to see wonderful
things performed. He had come over to the
camp for that very purpose, and as he ceased
speaking he pulled a long bladed knife from his
coat and started to pick his teeth in a thoughtful way. Then it was that the cowboys were
treated to a great surprise. The Chinaman stopped picking his teeth and went through the performance of swallowing the knife. He appeared
indifferent to them and did not notice tJat they
were acting in anything like an astonished way.
He kept on swallowing the knife until it disappeared entirely down his throat. Of course
it did not do this, for it was simply a sleightof-hand trick, but deceived the audience entirely.
Instead of going down the Chinaman's throat
the knife was really up his sleeve.
"Thunder!" ejaculated Dalzel, being the first
one to break the silence after the extraordinary
feat had been performed. "Don't that knife
hurt your insides, heathen?"
"No," and Hop smiled in his cheerful way.
"Me allee samee likee eatee um knife, so be.
Tastee velly muchee goodee."
The cowboys forgot aU about their hunger
now and gathered about the clever Chinaman,
for they were eager to see him do something
more in the line of magic. Hop was ready and
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willing, but he was also looking for a chance to
get hold of something in the line of wmsky.
With a smile that v,,as .. ch1ld-hke and bianu '
he drew forth an ordinary black bottle that 15
supposed to hold a quart. It was empty, ou.
had a cork in it.
"You allee samee see lis bottle, so be," he said
questioningly as he smiled and nodded to the
spectators gathered about him.
They all declared that they did, and then Hop
placed the bottle upon the ground.
··Now Jen," said he, you allee samee fetchee
me um bottle o:t' whisky, and me makee velJy
muchee nicee tlick."
"I don't believe there's a full bottle of whisky
in ther camp," spoke up the cowboy called Bill.
"But why is it yer want whisky, heathen?
Won't water do?"
"No," and Hop shook his head decidedly. "Um
watee no makee lillee tlick. Um watee not
stling enough, so be. Me must havee tanglefoot.
"Well, I'll see what I kin do."
The cowboy hurried away and it was not Ieng
before he returned with a bottle that looked
exactly like the one Hop had placed upon the
ground and three pint flasks. All of them contained a quantity of whisky and belonged to different members of the cowboy band. Hop watched Bill as he carefully poured the contents of
the flasks into the bigger bottle, and when he
found that it was filled he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"Puttee um cork in," he said, nodding hi~
head.
This was quickly done.
"Now !en, ;me showee you nicee lillee tlick,"
he went on to say. "You see lat bottle me
puttee on um glound ?"
"Yes, I reckon we all see it," replied the foreman, who was wondering what was going to
happen next.
"Allee light. Now evelybody watch. Me puttee um handkelchief over um bottle whatee gottee no tanglefoot in. Len me makee lillee magic
tlick. Me makee um bottles allee samee changee
places, so be. You undelstand ?"
"Oh, yes, I understand," the foreman quickly
answered, while the rest nodded and declared
they did also. The two bottles were probably
about six feet apart and when he had covered
the empty one with the big yellow silk handkerchief he carried expressly for the purpose of
helping him perform his feats of magic, Hop took
the big Stetson hat the foreman wore and placed
it over the full bottle. Then he went from one
to the other, as though he was very careful
about arranging them.
"Now !en," said he, rising to his feet, "evelybody watchee."
He then proceeded to mumble over some words
that were not intelligible to his hearers, looking
very solmen meanwhile. Suddenly he clapped
his hands sharply together, and pointing to the
hat that hid the full bottle of whisky, he said:
"Takee up um hat and lookee at um bottle."
Bill was the first to reach the hat, and he
quickly lifted it from the bottle. He had to take
the bottle up in order to see if it was empty.
It was, sure enough, and giving a gasp of astonishment, the cowboy held it up for his com•
panions to look at.
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"Well, by thunder!" exclaimed the foreman,
shrugging his shoulders, "that's putty good.
Now lift the handkerchief up, heathen."
"Allee light," answered liop, and he quickly
did so.
The full bottle was there, or there was one
there that looked exactly like it that contained
a liquor, sure enough. The cowboys looked at
each other in amazement. Greeny, the cook,
had joined them, leaving it to Wing to finish the
preparations for the evening meal. By this time
the sun had disappeared entirely from view, and
it was beginning to get aa1'k. But it was light
enough for them all to see the trick performed
by the Chinaman. If the sun had been dire;:tly
over their heads they could not have detected him
in making the extraordinary change.
"Lat velly goodee tlick, so be," declared Hop
as he 1::owed and smiled at them.
"I should say it was," declared Bill. "I reckon you oughter have a drink on ther strength
of that, heathen."
"Allee light, me likee havee lillee dlink of
tanglefoot."
Bill quickly removed the cork from the bottle
that was full and passed it over Lo Hop. He
again bowed to them and then lifted ~he bottle to
his lips. He took a swallow and then quickly
drew it away from his mouth, while an expression of disgust came over his yellow countenance.
"Whatee mattee?" he asked, looking at the
cowboys sharply. "You allee samee S'f''ee ' me
watee to dlink."
"What's· that?" queried the foreman as he
reached o·,er and took the bottle from his hand.
"Give yer water to drink?"
"Lat light," and Hop shook his head as he
made the declaration. "Lat allee samee watee."
Dalzel smelled the contents of the bottle and
then took a swallow to satisfy himself.
"Blamed if it ain't water, boys," he exclaimed,
showing great surprise. "What did yer do, 'put
water in ther bottle when he asked yer for
.
whisky?"
"No, Tom," answered Bill quickly. "There was
nothin' but whisky in that bottle. I gathered
up all ~ had in the camp an' put it in that one
bottle. I know it was whisky, 'cause I tasted of"
some of it afore I brought it here."
"Velly stlange," and Hop shook his head in a
puzzled way.
The men were not satisfied until some of the
contents of the bottle had been poured into a
tin cup. Then they all looked at it, smelled it
and finally tasted it. But it was nothing more
than pure water. It did not even have a whisky
flavor to it.
· "Lat velly muchee stlange," declared Hop
again, and the cowboys agreed with him.
But there was really nothing strange about it.
While he was performing the trick the clever
Chinese had simply slipped the bottle of whisky
under his loose-fitting coat and put a bottle of
water in its place. It was easy for him to do
such things, since he had mastered the art of
sleight of hand so thoroughly that his hands
were much quicker than the eyes of the spectators. He now had the full bottle safely stowed away in one of the many pockets his coat contained. Eager to get away with the stolen
tanglefoot, Hop made his way back to the camp.

Then Greeny turned to and helped Wing, and it
was not long before the cowboys had the chance
to sit down to their supper. The biscuits Wing
had turned out were all right, and the men did
not stop until the last one had been eaten.
Hop had sampled the contents of the bottle
he had taken from the cowboys with his neat
little trick two or three times, and the result was
that he was just in the · humor to make some fun
for them. His brother Wing knew what he had
done, of course, but he did not say anything.
Wing knew very well that if he told on Hop,
and trouble came from it, he would get much
the worst of it, since he always did every time a
dispute arose between them. As Hop had seen
to the horses, there was nothing for him to do,
and after he had finished his supper he sat
down near the big tent the male members of the
party occupied as sleeping quarters and waited
for something to turn up. It was not long that
he had to wait. Presently Tom Dalzel, the cowboy foreman, came strolling to the camp of our
friends.
"Good evenin', everybody," he said, raising his
hat to the girls. "How about that funny Chinee?
Is he doin' anything jest now, Young Wild
West?"
"I guess not," was the retort. "Whe1·e are
you, Hop?"
"Me allee samee here," was the quick reply,
and then the clever Chinaman quickly arose to
his feet and stepped forward.
"Say," said the foreman, looking at him with
a grin on his face, "s'pose yer come over an'
show us some magic tricks as yer said yer would
after yer got your supper?"
"Allee light, me go light away, so be. Me
velly smartee Chinee."
So Hop went over and soon had all the cowboys interested in the many tricks he performed
for . them. It was just as he had concluded his
little performance that the clatter of hoofs
sounded close at hand, and the next minute a
number of cowboys came riding up.
"Some of ther boys from Eureka Ranch, I
reckon," said Tom Dalzel, shrugging his shoulders. "Tbem galoots ain't much good, none of
'em. I wonder ,yhat they're over here for?"

CHAPTER III.-Young Wild West's Cowboy
Challenge.
·
Young Wild West overheard the remark of the
cowboy foreman, and he became not a little interes.t ed. The arrivals numbered seven, and as
they dismounted in a rather boisterous fashion
he quickly took care to size them up.
"Hello, boys," one of them called out. "We
knowed yer was over here, an' as we wasn't so
very far away we thought we'd ride over an'
see if there was anything goin' on to-night. We
thought maybe some of yer might like to play
draw poker. • It was pay day ther day afore
yiste;rday, an' I reckon we've got some money
left."
"Well, I don't know what ther boys want ter
do, Skeezer," Dalzel answered, shaking his head,
"but I reckon I don't want to play poker with
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you fellers. Yer know what happened ther last
time we had a little game?"
"Oh, yes. But that's past an gone, Toin," the
man answered, a grin showing on his weatherbeaten face. "You allowed that I done some
cheatin', but · you was a little mistaken that's
all. We come near havin' a little shoot about it,
didn't we?"
"Yes, I reckon we did," said the foreman,
rather coldly.
"Well, let that drop. We'll have ;:i nice little
game to-night, an' everything will be fair an'
square. You kin bet--- Why, hello! You
have got some gals here. Thunder!"
Skeezer, as he was called, had happened to
see the girls for the first time, and he certainly
showed no little surprise.
"Who are they, Tom?" he asked after a pause.
"My! who would ever have expected to see sich
a fine-lookin' lot of gals as these out here on
ther range? Where are they from, anyhow?"
"They're with Young Wild West an' his pards,
Skeezer," Dalzel replied quickly.
"Well, I'll be blamed! I've heard a lot about
ther boy they call Young Wild West, but I never
had a chance to see him yet. Where is he,
anyhow?"
"Here I am," Wild spoke up, as he stepped
before the man, who was a powerful looking
fellow and more villainous in appearance than
any of the rest.
"Why, hello, sonny," and Skeezer patted the
boy· on the. shoulder as though he was a mere
child. "You're a nice lookin' little feller, ain't
yer? So you're here with your pards, -an' you
have got some putty gals with you, eh?"
"Well, it seems that way," was the cool reply. "We happened to be traveling this way, and
when we came in sight of the camp fire we rode
up and found ourselves welcome."
"Of course you would find yourselves welcome.
That's the way of things around these parts. If
you had happened to come ac1·oss our camp you
would have been jest as welcome, too, an' don't
yer forgit it."
"Ob, I haven't any doubt about .that," Wild
answered, smiling at the man.
"Of course we might have demanded that ther
gals give us a kiss apiece, or somethin' like that,
for ther privilege of yer stayin' over night with
us."
"Oh, that would have been all right," the boy
replied, keeping remarkably cool, though the
fact was that his blood was rapidly getting up.
"It ain't often us folks gets ther chance to
"look at sich fine lookin' gals, yer know."
"You don't mean to say that you don't meet
young ladies often enough to know how to behave
yourself when you do, do you?" Wild asked.
"What's that, sonny?" and the villain turned
upon him with a frown.
"Oh, I reckon you heard wha,t I said. But,
look here! Do you want_ to know what would
have happened if we had struck your camp, and
you had demanded a kiss from the girls for the
privilege of allowing us to stay with you over
night?"
"What would have happened, sonny?"
"Well, I will tell you, sil).ce you want to know.
You and your gang would have bP.en !!hot full
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of holes so quick that you would not have known
what struck you."
"What!"
Skeezer showed grl!at surprise.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the six men who had
come with him to the camp.
It seemed to be very much of a joke to them.
"I reckon ·it ain't no laughin' matter, boys,"
spoke up Tom Dalzel, shaking his head at them.
"Maybe yer don't know that Young Wild West
is ther champion deadshot, an' that he kin handle
a gun about seventeen times quicker than ther
average man kin."
"Well, I'd like to see him handle a gun quick
around where I was, an' I happened to be lookin'
at him at ther time," answered Skeezer as he
touched the butt of the big revolver that hung
at his side.
"You would, eh?"
The words were spoken by Wild, and as quick
as a flash he pulled a revolver and thrust the
muzzle squarely under the nose of the man.
Skeezer jumped back as though he had been
stung by a hornet.
"What are yer doin', you young galoot?" he
demanded sharply.
"Step right up and smell the muzzle of that
gun!" came the reply in a stern tone of voice.
"Do as I say, or I will shoot off your eyebrows!"
The man hesitated, and then it was that his
companions showed an inclination to pull their
guns.
"Hold on there!" called out Cheyene Charlie
sharply as he whipped out both his revolvers.
"Ther first galoot as pulls a gun from ther holster is goin' ter eat lead. I reckon you galoots
come over here lookin' for trouble, an' you kin
bet your lives that you're goin' ter git it right
now."
"Step up and smell the muzzle of this gun!"
Wild repeated.
"I-I never done nothin' like that in my life!"
stammered the ruffian.
"Well, you will do it now or else lose your
. _
eyebrows," came .the a_uick reply.
There was no help for it, so Skeezer stepped
slowly forward and placed his nose at the end
of the long-barreled Smith & Wesson revolver
Young Wild West was holding out as steady as
a rock.
"How does it smell?" the boy asked in his cool
and easy way, while just the vestige of a smile
played about his l~ps.
'"Well, I s'pose it smells jest like any gun,"
was the reply.
"All right, then. I reckon that will be about
all."
Skeezer stepped back a little, and turning to
his men, said :
"Well, boys, this beats anything I ever seen.
That's ther first time I was ever hauled up to
ther bull-ring in my life. But it wouldn't have
happened if I hadn't been took by surprise. I
wasn't expectin' anything like that, yer know."
"That's right, Skeezer," one of them answered.
"Ther boy sartinly worked it on yer mighty
quick. But maybe you'll h~ve a chance at him
later on."
"Maybe you want a chance at him right now,
you sneakin' galoot!" spoke up Cheyenne Char}:.;, who was jtching for a sc1·immage. "l've
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made up my mind that you galoots are a mighty
bad lot, an' I thi:p.k it would do yer all good if
yer got a blamed good lickin'. You jest git
youi-self ready right away, · 'cause I'm going ter
smash your nose for yer."
As· the words left the lips of the scout his
r;ght fist shot out like a piston-rod. Spat! It
landed squarely on the nose of the ruffianly cowboy from Eureka Ranch, and down he went in
a l1eap, without having a chance to defend himself.
But Charlie's blood was up, and, as he afterward said, "Ther galoot oughter been lookin' for
it , ther minute I opened my mouth to talk to
him."
The man was fully a s tall as the scout, and
probably a little heavier, and as he quickly got
upon his fet he ran back a few steps and made a
grab for his gun.
,, '·Bender, you don't wan ter fight him jest
no,v !" called out Skeezer, who was the leader of
the bunch. "Jest 1 let it drop. There's sich a
t hing as gittin' square, yer know."
Bender's nose was bleeding profusely, and no
doubt he was smarting with rage.
"That's right, Skeezer," he answered, nodding
his head natl wiping his nose with a red handkerchief. "You kin bet my turn will come."
"That is another threat, I .reckon," spoke up
our hero. "Now, see here! You fellows from
Eureka Ranch are a mighty bad lot, if I am any
judge. Now just listen to what I say. I cha!- ·
lenge you to meet us at any time you see fit to
u fight this thing out. Do you accept the challenge?"
"Yes," answered Skeezer quickly. "We're goin' away from here right now, 'cause it wouldn't
be healthy for u s to stay here, I s'pose. But
from ther time it gits daylight to-morrow mornin' you kin expect to meet us at any minute.
When we do meet there's goin' to be a redhot
time of it. I'm a mighty bad man when I git
riled, an' I never yet met ther galoot a s was
quicker pullin' a trigger than I am. I'm ther
leader of ther cowboys from Eureka Ranch, an'
I accept your challenge, Young Wild West. Good
night. I hope you'll sleep well over. this. I
know I will."
Then the villain turned to his horse and,
quickly mounting, rode away, his six companions
following.
CHAPTER IV.-Wild's Party Helps the Cowboys
Get the Cattle Into the Corral.
Young Wild West and his partners were not a
bit disturbed over .the visit of the rascally cow'ooys, but the girls were not a little uneasy. The
next mo1·ning our friends were up bright and
early. They found the cowboys already stirring,
for they were no doubt anxious to get the herd
of cattle to the corral and finish the work of
tJie spring round-up that .day. The cowboys
g1,1Ve Young Wild West and his friends such
a pressing invitation to stop a few days at the
ranch that they decided,to remain with them unm the cattle were corraled and then stop there
at least over one night. None of the.en had any
do1Jbt but that they would be warmly received

by the ranchman and his family, for it was seldom that anythiJ!g different occurred.
"Well, I ain't seen nothin' of ther cowboys
from Eureka Ranch yet this mornin'," Tom Dalzel observed, as our hero approached him.
"No," was the reply. "I reckon it is a little
too early for them to show up yet. Well, when 'I.
they do show up they will find me ready for
them, you can bet."
"\Vhat are yer goin' ter do, shoot Skeezer
down on sight?" the foreman asked.
"Oh, no," was the reply. "I won't shoot him
dow.n at all, unless I find that there is really
no help for it. Of course if he gets banging
away at me pretty hard, I will have to do some
shooting myself. But I won't shoot to kill even
then. I'll wing him in both arms, if it goes as
far as that, and then you can bat' he won't do
any more shooting for a while." ,"Good! But I don't know as it would be very
bad for ther ranchmen around this part of ther
country if Skeezer was to git his medicine, out
an' out. He's got a mighty bad reputation, yer
know. Some say as how he's in ther cattle stealin' business. But if he is he must do it on ther
sly, 'cause the1·e ain't never been any evidence
got ag'in him. Ther galoot what owns Eureka
Ranch ain't a bit better'n Skeezer. He's one of
ther sort of men who don't make friends with
ther folks what happens to come around where
he is. His name is Skinner-Harp Skinner."
"Harp, eh? Well, I reckon he ought to be
somewhat of a musician, then," and Wild
laughed.
"Oh, I don't know as he kin play on a ha1·p
jest 'cause that's his name," answered the foreman, joining in the laugh. "But, you see, his
first name is Harper, an' they calls him Harp
for short."
"Oh, yes, I imagined that. Well, since he
don't care to make· friends with any one, I reckon
we won't bother him."
"Not unless he bothers' us first," said Cheyenne Charlie, as he walked up and joined the
two just then.
"Well," and the foreman shrugged his shoulders, "I wou1dn't be surprised if he was to jine
right in with his cowboys an' try to make it hot
for yer. He's jest that sort, yer know. He
calls himself a champion with a gun, too."
"Well, I reckon I shall have to make his acquaintance then, because I am always interested
in any one who claims to be a deadshot. They
have given me that title, and I suppose that is
the reason for it. But never mind. We will
attend to the cattle first, Tom. I reckon we will
help you get them to the corral. We haven't anything else to do, you know, so we will spend
the day with you fellows."
"Good!" exclaimed Dalzel, his face lighting up
with pleasure. "I'm mighty glad to hear yer
say that. I would sorter like to go to ther ranch
with yer myself. I know Jack Goodman, which
is the owner of ther Big Y Ranch, an' his wife
will be mighty glad to see ther gals. They
ain't got no gals of their own nor boys either
an' they're always pleased to meet young folks. J
"I see. But say, Tom, how far are we from
the ranch?"
"Not more than twenty miles, if it's that much.
Ther con-al lays about a mile this side of ther
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house an' other buildin's. It's a mighty big
corral, too, 'cause ther man as owned ther ranch
afore Jack Goodman got it kept about twice as
many cattle as we've got now. But Jack found
that ther grazin' wasn't as good as it oughter
be, so he allowed that he wouldn't keep as many.
That would give 'em a better chance to fatten
up .o n ther short grass, yer know."
"Yes, I understand that part of it. I can
see that the grazing land is very poor in spots."
While they were talking Greeny, the cowboy
cook, called out that breakfast was ready. He
had prepared it alone this time, but he had not
gone to the trouble to make any biscuits. About
the same time A r ietta called out for Wild and
Charlie to come and get their breakfast. Half
an hour later they were all ready to move from
the spot. The t wo Chinamen were not long in
loading the pack-horses, and by the- time this
was done the cowboys had started the cattle along
the bank of the stream. Arietta, Anna and
Eloise were delighted to have the opportunity to
join in driving the cattle. It was not a new
thing to them, though they had not engaged in
that sort of business in over a moi:ith.
It was just about four in the afternoon when
all the cattle were driven into the corral, and
then the cowboys let out a loud cheer, for their
work for the day was done.
"We'll do ther brandin' to-morrow mo1·nin',"
declared the foreman. "Now then, boys, buckle
up your saddle-girths an' we'll light out for ther
house. The:r: two heathens with ther pack-horses
kin come along behind with ther wagon."
Two minutes later Young Wild West and his
friends were galloping along toward the ran_ch
house with the cowboys. The house and buildings showed up just over the top of a ridge half
a mile distant, an.d it would be but a short time
before they wou~· arrive there.

CHAPTER V.-Our Friends are Welcomed at
the Big ·y Ranch.
As the party of riders neared the ranch house
a horseman left the big barn and came r iding
itoward them.
- . "That's Jack Goodman, ther boss of ther
ranch," said Tom Dalzel to our hero. "You'll
find him to be a fine man, I reckon."
'£he ranchman soon met them and then as they
came t o a halt the foreman quickly introduced
him to Young Wild West and his friend s. Of
course Goodman had heard of them, for very
few people living in that. part of the country
_
had not.
"This is what I call a real pleasure," he declared as he shook hands with them. "I'm
mighty glad to have you with us. My wife will
be more than delighted ter have ther gals, too.
I reckon you won't git away from here in a
'
week."
"Well, I reckon we'll stay here long enough
t o settle matters with the bad gang of cowboys
one of your neighbors has in his employ."
"What's that?" and Goodman looked inquiringly at the speaker.
"Young Wild West had a little trouble with
Skeezer an' his gang," spoke up the fo reman.
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"They come over t o our camp last -night lookin'
for a game of poker, so they could clean some
of ther boys out, ther same as they've been in
While they was then,
t_her habit of doin\
Skeezer insulted ther gals, an' Young Wild West
t ook it up for 'em. You oughter seen Skeezer,
boss. He got ther worst callin' that I ever see
a man git. He wa_s willin' to shoot, too, but he
didn't dare to do it. One of ther gang got a
good lickin' from Cheyenne Charlie, too. I tell
yer it was worth while to see it, Boss Goodman."
"Pshaw! Yer don't tell me so!" exclaimed
the ranchman, looking more surprised than ever.
Then he wanted to know all about it, so the
foreman related the whole story a s ,well as he
could remember it.
"An' Young Wild West has got ther greatest
Chinaman yer ever saw, too, boss," he added
a s he jerked 'his thumb toward the direction of
the two Chinamen who were still quite a distance back upon the trail. "He's a regular
magician. He kin turn whisky into water an'
all sich t'hings a s that."
The r3:nchman grinned at this.
"Well, that does beat me," he declared. "I
reckon we'll have a little fun while Young Wild
West an' his friends stays on ther ranch, then.
F"un is what we like-my -wife, too, I mean.
She's always reaq.y to laugh at any little thing,
so I 'm mighty glad you have got a funny Chinaman with yer. But come on to ther house.
I'll have some chicken s killed right away an'
we'll have fried chicken for supper, blamed if
we don't."
At this Cheyenne Charlie smacked his lips.
"We don't want you to put yourself out of ther
way any, Goodman," he o·b served ' with a smile.
"But fried chicken is jest to my likin'. I will
say that next to a nice, juicy bear steal{, chicken
is my hobby."
"You'll have 'em all right," was. the reply.
"It don't take very long to git young chickens
ready for ther pan. We've got a squaw that
he~ps around ther house; an' she kin beat anythmg yer ever seen in dressin' chickens an' fryin' 'em. Jest come right on. There's plenty of
good fresh milk in ther pans, an' I reckon,. you
kin quench your thirst mighty quick as soon
a s we git there."
They now started for the house, and a few
minutes later they had dismounted and were
busy talking with Mrs. Goodman on the porch.
Wild and his partners left the _girl s t h,. re and
went to the barn with the ranchman t o put
away the horses. The cowboys had, cf course,
already gone there, and as vthe wagon and the
two Chinamen were now pretty close by our
friends wanted to wait for them and see that the
pack-horses were unloaded and the outfit placed
somewhere under shelter. The ranchman found
a place for it, of cou rse, and when at last theyc.a me to a halt he nodded to the two Chinamen
and called out:
"Hello. you two hea thens! Wh'ch of yer is
ther fe ller what does ther magic?"
"Lat me," H op answered pi-omptlv. bowing
and smiling in his bland wav. "Me allee samee
·
veil" <;m:>.rtee Chinee. M be."
"What's your n a me?"
"Me name Hop Wah." spoke u p Hop before
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any one else could ma.ke a reply; "me come flom
China."
"Oh, I ain't got no doubt that yer come from
China. I could almost tell that by lookin' at yer.
Ha, ha, ha!"
Again the ranchman laughed in his bluff,
hearty way. He was very much amused, and
no doubt the thought of seeing something funny
a little later had kept him in an excellent humor.
It was not long before the pack-horses were unloaded and the outfit placed in the barn, where
it would be safe if a storm came up while they
remained at the ranch.
"I reckon you had better come with us,
heathen," said one of the cowboys, as Hop started
to follow the ranchman and the rest to the
house. "We have got mighty fine quarters right
over here."
He pointed to a long, low building that was
used by the cowboys when they were at the
ranch.
"That's all right, Richards," Goodman answered. "Hop an' his brother will go right· to ther
house with us. I reckon we'll find room for
'em there. Anyhow, they belong to Young Wild
West's party, an' they're goin' ter be our guests
for a few days."
"All right, boss," was the reply, and Richards
looked a trifle disappointed.
It was evident that he desired Hop to be with
them, so they might have a good time with him.
Mrs. Goodman and the girls came out as Wild
and the rest reached the porch.
"Well, I do declare!" exchimed the good
woman as she looked through her spectacles at
the two Chinamen. "So these are your servants,
are they? And one of them is such a funny
fellow, too. Vlhich is he, Jack?"
"That one there," her husband answered, as he
pointed to Hop, who promptly took off his hat
and made a bow.
"Oh! why, they look so much alike that I don't
understand how you can tell them apart."
- "They look a whole lot alike," Cheyenne Charlie answered quickly, '1but they don't act anything alike. You'll find that out, missus, afore
they've been here very lnog. Wing is mighty
quietr an' he'll get somewhere an' doze ther biggest part of ther time when he ain't got nothin'
to do. But it's different with Hop. He's all
ther time gittin' into mischief."
"Well, so long as he makes it lively for us
while you're here, I'll be satisfied," declared the
woman.
"Me allee samee goodee Chinee," · Hop spoke
up, putting on a very innocent look. "Me go to
Sunday School in 'F1isco, and me velly goodee
Chinee."
"My blother fool Chinee," again declared Wing
in a low tone of voice. "Tellee muchee lie;
velly muchee fool, so be."
"Shuttee uppee, my blother!" exclaimed Hop,
turning to him and looking at him in a withering way. "You no knowee how talkee to nice
Melican lady. You havee learnee velly muchee
before you know s_omething."
Wing said no more, but started around to
the rear of the house. He knew quite well that
the kitchen was the place for him, so he lost no
time in heading for it. A look from Wild
caused Ho,: to quickly f:l!hw h' m.

"Where are they goin' ?" the ranchman asked.
"Around to the kitchen," Wild answered.
"That's the place for them, I reckon. But they
won't interfere with anything that's going on
there. They can stay outside until their supper is ready."
"Well, there is plenty of places outside to stay,
if tney want ter. There's a little shanty back
there, too, that we used to go in sometimes.
There's a bed in it too, for sometimes when folks
comes over to see us an' brings along a servant
we let 'em stop there."
"That will be just the place for them, then."
"Lat velly nicee, so be," Hop spoke up, smiling blandly. "We findee lat place light away.
Len we a!lee samee havee washee and feelee velly
goodee."
Our friends now went into the house and
Goodman hastened around to the rear with the
two Chinamen. He showed them the little building he had spoken of, and promptly turned it
over to them as their quarters. It was really
just the sort of place for them, and when they
saw how nice and clean it was they were more
than satisfied. Meanwhile Mrs. Goodman was
plying our hero with questions. She had heard
a great deal about him, so she said, and she
wanted to know how it was that he had done
so many things that had been a benefit to mankind in general. Wild good-naturedly answered
her questions, and there is no telling how far
she would have gone if her husband had not come
in and called out:
"Hold on there, Mary! I've promised these
people fried chicken for their supper. I reckon
you'll have to stop askin' so many questions
an' git yourself to work. You git Moonlight
an' come out to ther hen-house with me. We'r ,
goin' ter kill about a dozen ·of them chickens
what was hatched ther first week. in March.
You was wonderin' ther other day what in ther
world we was goin' ter. do with so many, so
now you'll be satisfied on that point. Come on,
Mary-hurry up!"
"Ally right, .Jack," was the reply, and the
woman at once got a bustle on herself and followed him out to the rear of the house, where
the hennery was located.
There was no use of trying to tell them not
to go· to so much trouble·, as our friends knew,
so they let them go ahead. Nothing could have
stopped the ranchman and his wife from killing the chickens now. It really was a pleasure
for them to prepare them for supper. Our
friends took it on themselves to find water,
soap and towels, and in a very few minutes
they had washed the dust of travel away and
were ready to sit down and enjoy the cooling
breeze on the porch. By this time the sun was
getting pretty well down, though there was a
good hour before it would be time for supper.
Knowing full well that Hop and Wing would
be of great assistance to the squaw in preparing the chickens for cooking, Wild at length
went around to the rear of the house. He found
the squaw, who was named Moonlight, busy
plucking one of the fowls. Just then the ranchman started in to assist her at the work, and
then it was Wild called out:
"Here. yon two heathens, come out and help
,..;~i, th;s work."
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"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the 1·eply,
as if in one voice, and then out of the little
shanty came Hop and Wing.
They knew right away what was required Qf
them, so they lost no time starting in. The result was that the chickens were plucked and
cleaned in double-quick time.
•
"Say!" said Goodman, as he laid his hand
upon our hero's shoulder, "them two heathens
sartinly knows how to work all right."
"Well, that is what we hired them for, boss,"
the young deadshot answered with a smile.
"Wing · is our regular cook, you know."
"An' ther other fellow does odd jobs, I s'pose."
"Yes, he is what we call our handy man, but
we keep him more for the fun there is to be
got out of him than anything el,ie, though very
often he is of great assistance to us. He has
saved our lives a great many times, all through
his clever sleight-of-hand work."
·
"Pshaw! is that so?" and the ranchman looked
at Hop in an admiring way.
"Yes, he's the greatest fellow you ever saw to
fool redskins. There's no fight in him, but he's
not afraid of anything, either. He can set off
a big firecracker or explode some gunpowder and
set redskins on the run quicker than ·a volley
of rifle shots can do it sometimes. Oh, Hop is
all right in a great many ways."
"But look out he don't steal your tanglefoot,"
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie with a grin.
"Me likee havee lillee dlop of tanglefoot, so
be," said Hop, smiling in a patronizing way at
the ranchman. "Me gottee lillee pain."
He rubbed his stomach and put on an expression of agony as he spoke.
"Great ginger!" exclaimed Goodman, "I reckon
he has got a pain, 'cause nobody could look that
way what didn't. I'll go an' git him a drink
right away."
"Don't hurry yourself," Wild called out. "I
reckon he hasn't any more pain that you have.
That's a way he has of getting a drink sometimes, boss."
"Well I'll git him some, anyhow," was the
reply ;nd a couple of minutes later the man
came ' out of the house with a jug and a couple
of glasses.
He was not long in pouring out some of the
liquor in each glass, and ~hen he. invited the
two Chinamen to have a drmk. Wmg accepted
the whisky, for J,e was anything but a teetotaler though he never got much under the
influen~e of liquor ~nless his brother contriv~d
a way to make him do so. Hop kept up 111s
painful attitude unti] he swallowed ~he liquor.
Then his face broke mto a happy smile and he
straightened up as · if my magic.
"Lat velly goodee tanglefoot," he decla1·ed.
"Allee samee cure my pain velly muchee quickee."
Then he coolly took an empty bottle from his
pocket and started filling it from the jug.
"Maybe me havee lillee plan pletty soonee, so
be, so me take lillee tanglefoot to be Jeddy."
"Ha, ha, ha!"
)
The ranchman's laugh was a hearty one, and
he promptly gave a nod of approval.
"Go ahea·d an' fill her up, Hop!" he exclaimed.
"You're welcome to it. I don't care if yer take
all there is in ther jug."
"Allee light," was the bland reply, and then
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Hop quickly filled the bottle · and brought out
two small flasks.
He was going to fill them too, when Cheyenne
Charlie took the jug froni him.
"I reckon -we don't want you to git drunk
around here to-night, heathen," he declared.
"Here, boss, jest put this jug away, an' be sure
yer lock it up. Yer don't know ther yaller
galoot as well as we do."
"That's right, Mr. Goodman," our hero added.
"Don't give him any more whisky. He's got
enough to last him a couple of days."
The ranc!).man rather reluctantly took the jug
back into the house. Then the work of fixing
the chickens proceeded, and it was not long
before they were ready for the frying-pan. Half
an hour later supper was declared to be ready,
and then it was that our friends sat down to a
very appetizing meal. They lingered· at the
table for some little time, and they would not
have left it then if the cowboy foreman had
nlt come to the door and announced that Harp
Skinner and his villainous cowboys were approaching the house.

CHAPTER VI.-Harp Skinner Meets Wifh A
Rather Warm Reception.
Though it was getting rather dark, Young
Wild West was quite able to distinguish the
riders who were approaching the house. when he
went out upon the porch. He recognized the
villain called Skeezer and the rest of the cowboys, who had called at the camp the night before. The other horseman was a wiry-looking
man -with a black beard. This .was Harp Skinner, the owner of Eureka Ranch, so Dalzel had
said, so Wild made up his mind to make a study
of him when he arrived. Instead of riding ah
the way to the house, the cowboys came to a
halt, and saying something to them, with a wave
of his hand the -ranchman came on. By this
time all those at the house were on the porch,
for they all felt that the coming of Harp Skinnei- meant something.
"Good e.venin', Goodman," the visitor said as
he brought his horse to a halt quite close to the
porch. "I hear you have got some guests here."
"That's right, Skinner," the ranchman i-eplied.
"Young Wild West an' his friends struck here
this afternoon."
"So I heard. I come o er on irnrpose to have
a look at 'em. · I s'pose that boy there is Young
Wild West?"
He nodded to Wild, who· was leaning against
one of the posts that supported the porch roof
as he spoke.
"Yes, that him," Goodman answered.
Skinner now dismounted and came upon the
porch. Without waiting for an _ invitation, he
sat down upon a bench.
"It's been a fine day," he observed, addressing the girls, who were standing near by.
No one made any reply.
"Not very talkative gals, I reckon," and the
man laughed harshly.
Then he turned to th.e- ranchman ~uddenly and
exclaimed:
"See here, Goodman! Maybe it's 'cau se yon
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ain't introduced me that ther ladies don't want
ter talk to me. I reckon you forgot yourself."
"Maybe I did," was the . reply. "Well, Mr.
Skinner, this is Young Wild West an' his pards,
an' them is ther gals what travels with them.
I reckon that's introduction enough, ain't it ?"
"Oh, yes," answered the rascally ranchman
as he smiled and bowed to those on the porch.
"But none of 'em don't seem inclined to say as
though they're glad to meet me, which is about
ther usual thing what's said when an introduction takes place. Maybe they don't know that
I'm a wealthy ranchman, an' that I could buy an'
sell you two or three times over."
"That's all right," retorted Goodman, shrugging his shoulders. "It may be that you have
got more money than I have, but that don'~ say
that you're any better."
"It don't, eh?· Well, I reckon money is what
counts all over ther world. But, never mind.
I ain't goin' ter argue ther question with you.
You an' me has always been friends, an' I mean
,hat we always shall be. You run your ranch to
suit yourself, an' I reckon I run mine to suit
myself. But say, it sartinly has been a fine
day, hasn't it?"
A quick look from Wild kept the girls from
mak:ing a reply, and noticing it Skinner glarecl.
at him in silence for a moment and t hen observed:
"See here, Young Wild West! I reckon yer
r.eedn't git jealous of them gals. I will admit
that I'm somewhat of a lady killer, but I didn't
come over here for ther purpose of makin ' love
to any one in particular."
"Oh, I am not getting jealous, Mr. Skinner,"
was the cool reply. ".But $RY, how is it that
your men didn't come on to the house with· you?"
"I don't know as there's any reason for 'em
-stayin' away," was the answer.
"Well, I think there is. Maybe you know
that I challenged them to an open fight, and
that they accepted the challenge. I will say, Mr.
Skinner, that you have got about the worst
gang of villains working for you that I have
seen in a long time. They a1·e a set of cowards,
too. When I saw them coming I made up my
mind that they were looking for me, and that
they would start to shoot the minute they saw
me. I was ready for them, of course. I am
ready now, too, for that matter."
"I don't know nothin' about anything like
that," declared the rarchman, shaking his head
and professing innocence. --"If there's any trouble between you an' my cowboys, it ain't none
of my affair. So long as they do their work
for me th.at's all I want. I can't help it if they
git into 1·ows with strangers. If you're anxious
to have a scrimmage with 'em, why don't .yer go
out there? I reckon you'll git all you're lookin'
for."
"You think so, eh?" and the young dead shot
looked at him and smiled. "Well, I reckon we
will go and -g et our horses and have a try at
them then. You can stay here and watch what
happ:ms. If they have got a~y s:c1nd in the_m,
I am pretty certain that you will nde back with
less men than you came with."
Wild meant exactly what he said, but as he
turned to start for the stable Skinner called
out quickly:

"Hold on a minute, Young Wild West! You're
either a mighty good bluffer or you have got
more sand in yer than a feller really needs."
"That's all right, was the reply. "Come on,
boys. We'll go out an' settle accounts with
~ eP7er an' his gang."
"Right yer are, Wild," answered Cheyenne
Charlie as he started after the boy.
Jim Dart lost no time in following, and the
three set out on a run for the stable.
"My !" exclaimed Skinner as he drew forth a
red cotton handke1·chief and mopped his brow,
·"but I reckon that boy is a regular terror, ain't
he?"
"He ain't nothin' else when he gits started,
Skinner," Goodman declared. "There's seven in
that gang of yours, an' there's only three ta
go ag'in 'em. Now you jest watch out. I heard
about what happened last night when Skeezer insulted these gals."
"So Skeezer insulted 'em, did he?" and the
villainous ranchman looked at the girls and
smiled. "What did he do?"
At this juncture Anna turned to go into the
house.
"Come on, girls," she said. "I rather think
this is no place for us."
"Oh, don't be in a hurry, gals," spoke up Skinner as he arose to his feet and placed himself
before the doorway. "J might as well tell yer
that I come over here on purpose to have a look
at yer. But if yer think I kin see yer better
in ther lamplight, we'll all go inside."
At this jun cture Goodman bristled up, and with
a frown on his face exclaimed:
"You ain't wanted in my house, Skinner, so
ther best thing you k in do is to git on your
horse an' light out. When you said we'd always
been friends you lied. We ain't never been
friends, an' we never- will be. You ain't wanted
here, so jest make yourself scarce."
To show that he meant business the ranchman quickly pulled a revolve): from his coat
pocket. The fact was Goodman had placed the
weapon there when he heard who was coming,
he no doubt feeling that there was going to
be trouble. Tom Dalze'l, the foreman, was sitting at the end of the porch floor, his feet upon
the ground.
He never made a move to rise, but his hand
slipped toward the revolver that hung in the holster at his side. It was quite evident that the
visiting ranchman would get all that was coming to him, should 4e.,_persist in remaining there.
But it s,e eroed that- Skinner was one of the rnrt
of men who can fit themselves to almost any
occasion. He no doubt knew that it would not
do for him to keep on acting as he had begun.
"Pshaw!" he exclaimed with a laugh, "I didn't
want ter offend anybody, Goodman. I'll admit
that I know you never liked me much, but I ain't
never done nothin' to yer. I don't want to gc,
away jest yet, so I reckon I'll show yer that I ,
kin behave myself like a gentleman, which I was
brought up as sich. The fact is I want to talk a
little business with yer. I was only jok.in' when
I said what I did about them gals, I want ter
buy some cattle of yer, an' I'll give yer as much
as 1,er kin git from any one else."
' I ain't got no cattle to p,ell yer,'' declared the
ranchman, who waa now ready for , !i(Cht ancl
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would not be mollified by any such talk. "You
heard what I said, so ther quicker yer light out
ther better it will be for yer."
"All· right," and an ugly scowl showed on the
face of the villain as he spoke the words. "I'll
go, but you kin bet your life I'll come some time
when you ain't lookin' for me. I'm a man as
never forgits a wrong that's done me. You have
done me a great wrong to-night, Goodman."
"You git off of this stoop or I'll kick yer off!"
cam'--e. from the ranchman as he took a step toward the man.
"If you can't do it alone, I'll help yer," spoke
up the foreman, who co,uld stand it no longer and
now quickly arose and ran to the spot.
"That's right," snorted Skinner. "Two ag'in
one. Well, all right. I won't forgit this."
So saying he quickly left the porch and went
to his waiting horse.
"Do yer want me to help yer mount, Skinner?" said the foreman sarcastically.
"No, thanks," was the reply. "I reckon I
know how to git on a horse's back without your
help. Good night, gals. I'll see yer later. You
with ther yalle1· hair is jest to -my lik.in'. I
reckon if _you only knew me a little better, you
would fall dead in love with me. I ain't got no
,dfe, an' it was only ther other day I sorter
;r.ade up my mind that I'd git one. Maybe you
an' me kin come to terms a little later on."
Then it was that Arietta's eyes flashed fire.
Her hand leaped to her bodice, and she drew
forth a small silver-plated six-shooter. In a
Lwinkling the weapon was on a line with the
broad-brimmed hat the scoundrel wore, and
then-- Crack! A sharp report rang out, and
Harp Skinner involuntarily made a grab for his
hat. The bullet had passed through the crown,
touching his hair as it went, and he knew it without making an examination.
"The next time I fire a shot at you I will aim
at your heart," said the girl, coolly.
In the dusk of the evening the villain's face
turned pale. for it could be seen even in the dim
light. Without another word he swung himself
mto the saddle and rode out to join his waiting
companion s. He had just reached them when
the clatter of hoofs sounded from the direction
of the barn, and then Young Wild West and his
two pards were se·en galloping out to meet them.
It must have been that Skinner had lo st all his
caution, for he yelled out sharply:
"Give it to Young Wild West an' his pards,
boys. I reckon they need it mighty bad jest
now."
Crack, crack, crack! Three shots were fired
~l 1nost instantly. But the bullets went wide of
thP. mark, and Wild and his partners galloped
straight ahead. None of them chanced to fire
a !'hot, however, and as £hey got within two
huncred feet of the villainous gang the ranchman and his cowboys turned suddenly and rode
away, yelling defiance. The moment this happened Wild brought his horse to a halt, though
it was seen by those on the porch that he had
some difficulty" in restraining the scout from
keeping on. Two minutes later the young deadshot came galloping up to the house. Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart were right behind him,
and as they brought their horses to a halt Wild
called out:

1l

"I reckon the galoots didn't want to fight, after
all. I thought there was no use in following
them in the darkness. But yo,u can bet that we
will start out the first thing in the morning
to hunt them up, even if we have to go straight
to Eureka Ranch. But who was it that fired
the shot?"
"I did, Wild," Arietta answered quickly. "I
put a bole through the hat of the ranchman. I
felt like shooting for his heart, but I kept cool
and simply gave him to understand that I could
shoot straight when I wanted to."
"He must have insulted you then, Et," said
the boy as he dismounted and ran up to her.
"He did, Wild," was the reply, and then she
quickly told him what Harp Skinner had said.
For the space of a minute the young deadshot
was very angry. But he gradually gained control
of himself and then he said coolly:
"So that is the game, is it? Well, just wait.
If Harp Skinner and his cowboys don't have a
hard time of ·i t before we get through with them,
my name is not Young Wild West."
Goodman ,g ave a nod of approval.
"There'!? been trouble brewin' between him an'
me for a good' while," he said, shaking his head.
"I always k"ept out of it, though many times
I had occasion to pick it up. That galoot is always botherin' me, an' I honestly believe that
he set his cowboys up to steal cattle from me.
I've missed lots of 'em in ther last year, an'
there ain't no doubt in my mind that there's
where they went. Every now an' then Skinner
would come over here an' look over my stock.
Then in a day or two some of my best cattle
would be missin'. That galoot ain't no good, an'
I've stood it jest as long as I'm goin' ter. I
s'pose it will be shoot at sight ther next time we
meet."
"If yer think anything like that, boss, you want
ter be sure to git in ther first shot," spoke up
Cheyenne Charlie. "I'd jest like ter be with yer
when yer meet him. I'll show yer how to drop
him so quick that he won't know what hit him."
"Oh, I ain't afraid of him, Cheyenne,'' -the
ranchman declared. "I reckon I'm jest as good
as he is, in any way at all. I know how to
handle a piece of hardware. I was brought up
ter it, an' l'vi! kept myself in practice."
"Good for you!" exclaimed the scout. "I like
to hear a man talk that way."
Young Wild West had been doing some · very
fast thinking. Suddenly he turned to Charlie
and Jim and said:
"Boys, since that scoundrel made a threat that
he was coming back airain some time, the chances
are that they have not gone very far away. It
is now so dark that we can't see very far, so I
reckon it will be a good idea for us to ride out a
little ways and look them up. I reckon we stand
as much show as they do in the dark."
"You kiri bet your life we do,-Wild!" exclaimed
the scout, who was more than pl eased at the
suggestion.
Jim gave a nod, for he, of course, was willing
to do anything the young deadshot snid. About a
half mile off to the left there was quite a clump
of trees, and as the ranchman and his cowboys
had taken that direction whe:i:i they left the
scene, it occurred to our hero th:u. in all proba-
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bility they were waiting there and watching the
hou$e.
"Come on, boys," he said, as he quickly mounted his sorre1 stallion, Spitfire. "We'll ride around
to the right and approach that clump of trees.
Of course we must not go too close, for they ·
will be able to shoot at us from behind the trees.
That will be a one-sided fight. But maybe we
can dTaw the·m out into the open. Then we will
show them that we can shoot pretty well in the dark all well as in the light."
"Be very careful, Wild," admonished Arietta,
who feared for the safety of her d,ashing young
lover. "That man Skinner is a shrewd villain
I'm sure. He may not be much at fighting- in
the open, but he will do his best to get the best
of you . Dom go too close to the trees."
"All right, Et." v·as the reply. "You nee·dn't
fea~ one bit. I don't care how shrewd or clever
Sk: 11ner is. He won't get the best of us, you can

~t."

Charlie and .Tim were not long in mounting
treir horses and then as the three started to ride
a wa v Tom 'Dalzel c2lled out:
"S'po ~e I git my horse an' follow along after
yer, Wild?"
"All r ight," was the reply. "You can come
alon!!: a s a sµectator. But since I challenged the
co,rh oys to fig-ht it out on the sq1;1are, I hope ~ou
will not take a hand if there 1s any shootmg
done."
"I'll do jest as you say, Wild," declared the
cowhov foreman, and then he started on a run
to o-,-t his rorse .
.A~i~tta again told her young lover to be very
caref,11 i,nd assuring her that she need not fear
on th<>.t score he rode away, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart' following close behind him.
"I reckon . Harp Skinner will find he's barked
up. ther wrong tree," said the ranchman as he
gave a nod. "It's about time he was hauled up
b y ther horns, anyhow. He's no good, an' never
has been, as far as l knrn.,· ::i'hout him."
"Well he certainly will find out that he has
some or:e to deal with who is not. afraid df him,"
Arietta answered.
CHAPTER VII.-The Ranchm n and the Cow.
boys Show Their Cowardice.
Our hero was just r ight in thinking that the
ranchman and his cowboys would stop at the
clump of trees. Almost bursting with rage, Skinner led the way after Skeezer and two of the
others had shot at the approaching trio. He, as
well as the rest, was mortally afraid of an open
fight with Young Wild West and his partners,
so he called- out for his men to come on. They
t'ode fast, and when they found that no s~10ts
wert ,:'-;:i-el .,_t +.hem they began to feel · a little
easier. When ~hey reached the shelter of the
trees Skinner called a halt.
.
"Now, then," said he as he dismounted, "jest
let 'em come. Maybe when that gal tells Young
Wild West what I said to her he'll git so mad
that he'll ride right after us. That's jest what
we ,want him to do, boys. If they do happen to
come keep as -still as mice, an' when they git
close enough jest empty your guns at 'em."
"You kin bet your life that I'll fire six times

at Yo_ung Wild West, if he don't drop afore I
have ther chance," Skeezer answered, nodding his
head emphatically.
"I hate that boy worse than
pizen now. I'll never forgit what he done to
me last night."
The villains now led their horses in among the
trees, and then crouching close to the edge of
the little grove they looked toward the ranch
house and waited. It was not very long before
they heard hoof-beats.
"They're comin', boys," exclaimed the /ranchman, nodding his head with sat:rsfaction. "Git
ready for business. I reckon we'll soon make
short work of 'em. I don't care nothin' about
ther la w in this game, since it was Young Wild
Vl'est as challenged yer to fight. · If we drop every
blamed one of 'em there won't be nothin' done
to u s by ther sheriff or his men. There can't be,
'cause we'll be in ther right."
.
·
"I know that well enough, Harp," his foreman answered. "That's why I wanted yer to
come over he·re to-night. I had an idea that
you might do somethin' that would start up ther
game. Of course it wasn't good policy for all
of us to ride up to that house, after what happened last night, for Young Wild West an' his
pards might have opened fire on us right away.
I ain't afraid of ther boy, even though he is
ther champion deads'hot of ther West, but at ther
same time I ain't anxious to fix him when he'.s
right after me. He's mighty quick with a gun,
you kin bet."
"Well, don't talk no more about it. They're
gittin' mighty close now. Maybe they don't think
we stopped here, an' they'll come right along
close enough for us to pop away at 'em all at
once." ·
They could now distinguish the forms of the
horse and riders, and when they saw there were
three of them they knew for a certainty that
Young Wild West and his partners were approaching. But when they saw that they were
not heading straight for the t!ump of trees the
villains became slightly uneasy.
·
·
"I reckon they think we're here," said Skeezer
anxiously. "We ain't fooled 'em, afte1· all,
Harp'."
"Well, that's all right," was the reply. "Jest
keep t)erfectly still. -Maybe they'll come to ther
conclusion that we ain't here an' go right on."
"S'pose they do?" spoke up the man called
Bender. "That will make it all ther worse for
u s, for if we ride along after 'em they'll see us
jest about as soon as we see 'em.
Then if
there's any shootin' done ther chances are that
we'll git our medicine."
"See here!" exclaimed the villail1ous ranchman petulantly, "the1·e's eight of us, ain't
there?" ·
"Yes, I reckon that's about ther number," was
the reply.
.
"Well, there's only three of them."
"Yes, that's right."
It was just then that they heard the -elatter
of hoo:fis further back toward the house, and then
they saw another rider coming up.
"There's one more," said Skeez.er. "Most like·ly it's Goodman himself. You said he got mighty
mad, boss."
"He did, for a fact," the ranchman answered,
shaking his head. "I never knowed he had as
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much sand in him as be showed a little while ranch to have it out with me for insultin' h;s gal.
ago. Why, I believe ther gal~ot would have I s'po se that yaller-haired one is his sweetheart
·
'
put a bullet straight through my heart if I hadn't though I'm guessin' it."
give in ter him. He had me covered, boys."
"Maybe she is," ans wered Skeezer. "But dv
They soon saw that the horeman was taking yer .know one thing, Harp?"
the same course as Young Wild West and his
"What's that?" queried the ranchman.
"I think gals is all rignt to hug an' kiss an'
partners had taken.
"He ain't going ter come near enough, either," all that, when yer come across 'em but ~hen
said one of the cowboy,s. "I reckon they're up yer ,go to carryi~' 'em awa y ag'in 'their will,
to snuff. Ther first thing yer know the y'll have that s another thmg. I neve'r seen anything
us shut in here, an' then we'll have to stay all done like that that didn't make a heap of trouble.
night or else light out an' take our chance·s:"
Ther very fact that ther gal had nerve enough
"Well, we ain't goin' to sta y here all night, to put a b~llet hole through yOUl' hat oughter
don't think anything like that," declared Skin- make yer thmk that ther less yer have to do with
ner. "Jest let 'em go on, if they want ter. After her ther better you will be off.' '
they .,it far enough away we'll go back to ther
"That ain't the way I look at it, Skeezer," dehouse. '
clared the ranchman, shaking hi-s head. "Jest
"Oh!" exclaimed several, as though in one 'cau se she acted that way makes me feel a ll ther
m?re as. th9ugh I'd _like to git hold of her . A gal
voice. ·
What their boss said astonished them.
with grit m her bke what she sho wed is sar"Yes, we'll go back to ther house," was the tinly somethi,ng worth havin'. I'm only a young
reply. "I've sorter set my heart on that yaller- man yet, an after I once git her over to my-haired gal of Young Wild West's. If they go on, ranch it won't be. very long afore she will be
an' ther fourth one of ther party happens to be mighty willin' to marry me. You leave that to
Goodman himself, that means that there· ain't me. I've got a :mighty persuasive way about
no one at ther house but ther women folks."
me, I have."
"Tom Dalzel was there, wasn't he?'.' spoke up
"All right. You're ther boss. I reckon you kin
one of the men.
count on me to do as yer want me to. I'm your
"Yes, that's so. I forgot about him."
foreman, an' I'm s'posed to obey your orders.
"Maybe it was him as jest went around past All ther boys will do jest as you want 'em to
ther end of ther woods," suggested another.
I'm sartin."
.
.
'
"Maybe it was," admitted the ranchman with
"Wei~, you always have, so I don't see why yer
a nod of his head. "But that makes no differ- won't now. I've u sed yer mighty good I reckon.
ence. If it was Dalzel, then Goodman must be I've always divided all ther profits on' what catat ther ranch. But that's all right. We kin go tle yer got hold of, haven't I?"
on around an' ride off toward ther rear. I reckon
"Yes. We ain't got no kick comin' on that.
it won't be much trouble to handle him."
We'll stick to yer, Harp."
.
·
"But how about tbe1· gal yer want ter git?"
The villains now lapsed into silence. They lisqueried, Skeezer. "She put a hole through your
h at, yer know, Harp. Maybe she'll put one tened and tried to pierce the gloom, but nothing
that would indicate that there was any one
through youh heart next time."
"I'll take my chances on that," was the grim about happened. But somehow the ranchman did
reply. "We'll let our horses walk when we git not seem to be so anxious about carrying out the
close to ther back of ther house, an' then we'll plan be had proposed. The chances were that he
dismount an' sneak up soft like. I jest hope that was not so sure that Young Wild West and his
Young Wild West an' his pards comes right on, friends had gone on, and he thought if they
that's all. Since we've got in this thing, I'm should mount their horses and start to ride off
to_ the rear of the ranch house they might meet
goin' my whole length, law or no law."
But though he spoke in a confident way, it with an obstacle on their way. After waiting
was quite evident that the cowboys were not in- for fully five minutes and hearing nor seeing
clined to pursue the plan of action he had mapped anything, Skinner observed in a low whisper:
"Boys, I reckon we may as well go back to
out. They were watching the riders who had
started out after them as well as they could in ther ranch. We needn't go all ther way, though.
the darkness. But the hoof-beats had died out We'll ride back four or five miles, an' then we
now, and they could no longer see the.m on ac- kin come back ag'in an' git around to ther re·ar
count of there being so many trees in the little of ther house. Sometimes things will go a fellow's way, yer know, an' it might be that we'll
grove.
" I reckon we will go over to ther other sid~ be able oo sneak up to ther hou~e an' git that
where ther horses are," said the ranchman, after gal I want without any one knowin' nothin' ahout
waiting a minute or two . "They've either gone it until we've got her. Then if they start after
on O'llt of our hearin' an' sight, or else they've us when we ride away we'll strike out right for
these trees an' shoot 'em down as they come up.
stopped ,s omewhere close by.''
They were not long in reaching their horses, Young Wild West won't be so cautious, if he
and then they peered out over the open stretch knows we've got his sweetheart, an' he'll ride
that Jay ahead. But it was now so dark that right up in spite of anything. I think that will
they were unable to see very far, and strive as be ther .best way ter do it."
"I think so, too, Harp," answered Skinner with
they might they could see nothing that looked
a sigh of relief.
like a man or a horse.
· The fact was that the villainous foreman was
"They must have gone on," declared the ranchman. "! s'pose Young Wild Weist has got jest anxious to get away from the spot, for he had
enough sand in him to 1·ide right over to ther an idea that Young Wild West was dangerously
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close by at that time. Once they got away for
four or five miles he would do his best to persuade his boss not to go back again that night.
There was another silence that lasted probably
two or three minutes. Tpen the ranchman arose
from where he had been crouching and walked
to his horse. He mounted, making as little noise
about it as possible. The rest quickly followed
suit, for there was no doubt but that the y were
all heartily glad to leave the spot.
With the ranchman in the lead, they rode out
from the little grove and st arted in the direction of Eureka Ranch, which lay about seven or
eight miles distant. They saw no signs of Young
Wild West and his friends as they rode upon the
open, and then putting spurs to their bronchos,
they dashed on at a gallop. Probably a mile
distant was a ridge, where the grazing was poor
and rocks and a low growth of shrubbery abounded. As they neared this they suddenly heard
the sounds of hoof-beats off to the right, and
turning their gaze in that direction they were
able to observe the forms of four horsemen ap- ·
proaching at a gallop.
"Here they come!" exclaimed Skeezer,__.acting
in a frightened way. "Look out, boys!"
The villains all drew their guns, and swung off,
so as to ride away from the approaching riders.
Those approaching were our hero and his companions, suPe enou_gh. Thinking tha~ the villains
were surely in the clump of trees, Wild had gone
on until the ridge was reache'd.
Then he and his partners dismounted and were
quickly joined by the cowboy foreman, who had
been doing his best to overtake them. They
halted there until they saw the ran chm an and his
villainous cowboys coming, and then they started
after them, all feeling quite certain that there
would not be much of a fight, since they had
alreadly seen that the villains were cowa1·ds.
"Come on, boys!" shouted the ranchman, who
had now lost all his nerve. "It sorter looks as
though they mean us. Don't let 'em git . close
enough to shoot."
Then it was that the eight villains rode as
though their very lives depended upon it. After
them came Young Wild West and his partners,
with the cowboy foreman close behind them.
Just to stir up the villains a little, the scout fired
a shot over their heads.
"Ha, ha, ha!:' he laughed derisively. "Light
out you sneakm' coyotes. You're a fine lot, I
mu;t say. If there's any ·s and in yer you would
turn around an' fight."
"Never J!1.ind, Charlie," our hero reto1ted.
"They've showed what cowards they are, so we
may as well let them go. The chances are we
will meet them again to-morrow, so I reckon
we will ride back to the ranch."
"Jest as you say, Wild."
'.' I guess we won't have much to fear from
those fellows, so long as we keep a watch on
them,'' Jim Dart remarked as he turned his horse
and followed the young deadshot back toward the
ranch.
"I reckon not,'' exclaimed Tom Dalzel. "It's
sorter surpr1sin' to me ther way that galoot of
a Skeezer acts. He was always supposed to be
a regular terror around these part s. Harp Skinner has ther name of bein' a very bad man when

he'5 r iled, t oo. But there ain't no fight in him
to-night, it seems."
" Well, we'll see how it is to-morrow. Maybe
they will feel like picking it up and putting up
a stiff fight after s leepin' over it," s aid Wild.
They rode ·on back to the house and found the
girls sitting on the por ch wi th the ranchma n and
hfa wife.
"How did yer ma ke out, Wild?" Goodman
asked as he arose to his feet and greeted them.
" Oh, we gave them a good scare,'' was the reply. "We ~eft ,t hem riding a way as though their
lives depended on it. I reckon we won't see
anything more of them again to-night, anyhow. "
"Maybe yer won't,'' and the ranchman shook
his head, "but I'm sorter of ther opinion that this
ain't goin' ter be ther last of it. Harp Skinne-r
is a mighty bad man, an' that foreman (!e's got
is bad enough to do about anything. They won't
give yer up, not jest yet, I'm sartin.'
"Well, we will wait and see about it. But I
reckon I am not going to lose any sleep thinking about· them.''
CHAPTER VIII.-Arietta Makes a Guess.
It was a very jolly time that our friends had
at the ranch house that evening, and it was
not until late that they retired. Hop was called
in and he gave an exhibition of his sleight of
hand, surprising · the ranchman and his wife
greatly and amusing them as well. The next
morning Wild and his partners had an early
breakfast at the ranch, and then they got ready
to go out to the corral and watch the cowboys
as they branded the calves. They had not bten
there very long when the girls came riding up,
though they had not mentioned anything about
going before the three left the hoU5e.
"We thought we would come out and see what
was going on," Arietta explained as her young
lover met her and looked inquiringly at her.
"That's all right, Et,'' was th& reply. "I didn't
think you wanted to take a ride out with us, or
I would have asked you. I had an idea that you
might want to remain at the house and keep the
company of Mrs. Goodman this morning."
"Well, it was she who proposed that we come
out here and s&e what was going on,'' Arietta
replied. "She had some work to do that we
could not help her with, so we thought it be.st
to let her go ahead and not interrupt her with
it.''
"Well, there is not a great deal to see here,"
and the young deadshot looked into the corral•
where the cowboy:;; were busy at their work.
''This is nothing new to any of us. Suppose we
take a ride over in the direction of Eureka
Ranch? We might come in sight of the cowbo ys
I issued the challenge to."
"That will just suit me,'' Arietta exclaimed,
her eyes flashing. "I would like to get another
shot at that villainous ranchman.''
It was soon decided that Wild and his partners .
would take the girls for a ride over to the ridge
that· lay to the west. It was beyond this about .
three or four miles that Eureka Ranch lay, according to what the foreman said.
"Maybe it won't be a very good idea to take
ther gals along with yer, Wild," said Dalzel,
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shaking his head. "You can't tell what Skinner
an' his gang might be up ter. There's lots of
hidin' places along ther ridge over there, an' they
might see yer comin' an' lay in ambush fo-r yer."
"Oh, we can take care they don't do anything
like that," was the reply. "We are not going
to be Jed into any trap, not this morning, anyhow.''
But the words of the foreman had the effect
of making our hero more cautious than he might
otherwise have been. They rode across the level
stretch of prairie line, and as they neared the
ridge they slackened pace and finally let the
horses come down to a walk.
There certainly were lots of places where the
gang of villainous cowboys might be in hiding.
But as they had seen nothing of them they
hardly thought anything like that would happen.
Choosing a spot where they were very few bushes
and rocks that would permit any onu to hide behind them, Wild turned in that direcvion·, Arietta
riding at his side. When they got to the foot
of the ridge the way seemed perfectly clear, so
they decided to cross it and get upon the other
side.
"Keep your e~s open on all sides, boys," advised our hero as they rode along.
They did keep a sharp watch, but re_ached the
other side of the ridge without seeing a sign of
any one. It was then that they could see the
ranch house and building that belonged to Harp
Skinner. They looked something like five miles
away on a level stretch of land. A big herd of
cattle was g-razing a mile or two off to the left,
too and· everything looked peaceable enough.
"i reckon we'll ride a mile or two to the right
and then cross the ridge and go back to the corral " said Wild after they had been at a halt for
a f~w minutes. "They will see us from the ranch
over there and if they think about accepting my
challenge ~aybe they will ride out to meet us.
I don't care how many of them show up, so long
as we can see them coming."
Wild and his partners had their rifles with
them as they always did whenever they started
out ~n horseback. The girls had left theirs at
the house but that made little difference, since
they would hardly be needed, even if they got i_n
a conflict with the rascally cowboys and their
employer. They had covered a~out half a mile,
following the course of the ridge, when they
saw two horsemen coming from the ranch.
"Ah!" exclaimed our hero, "there's a couple of
them anyhow. It looks as though they're tryfog to get to that patch · of trees ahead before
we do. That is enough to make us be careful
how we proceed."
"That's right, Wild," the scout spoke up. "It
sorter strikes me that maybe ther rest of ther
gang is among them trees."
"Well, we will take care to keep far enough
away from them to be safe. I don't want them
to open fire on us before we know it, especially
as we have the girls with us."
- Anna and Eloise now began to show signs of
alarm, though Arietta was very cool. But Wild's
sweetheart had been born and brought up in a
part of Wyoming where it was necessary to understand thoroughly how to use firearms, since
all sorts of dangers were to be found there. She
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laughed when she saw that Eloise and the scout'P.
wife were showing signs of uneasiness.
"What is the matter with you, Anna?" she
asked. "You are not afraid of getting shot, are
you?"
"Oh, no," was. the reply, "but there is no telling what might happen, should, the villains open
fire on us, but it might happen that Charlie and
Wild and Jim might get hit."
"That is what I was thinking,'' Eloise spoke
up.
"Well, you are right, I suppose,'' and Arietta
gave a nod. "But you can rest assured that they
won't try to hit us. Though they are very bad
men, and would no doubt be only too pleased to
kill Wild and his partners, they would not want
to hurt us. You heard what the ranchman said
last night about me."
The girl's eyes flashed as she spoke.
"Yes," the scout's wife retorted. "He really
acted as though he was smitten with you."
"Smitten, eh?" exclaimed the girl, a dangerous glitter showing in her eyes. "I guess the
scoundrel had better let me alone, that's all."
"If he knows when he is well off he will," declared Anna.
Feeling that it would not be safe to keep too
close to the ridge, Wild· called to them to turn
off to the left. As they did this they were 1·iding almost in a straight line for the ranch. The
two horsemen were galloping hard now, and were
riding almost straight across their path. But
they were easily a mile away, and it was not
possible to tell who they were. When ne·ar the
edge of the woods the two came to a halt and
sat in the saddle, as though waiting fo1· our
"'friends to come u.p.
"Oh,'' exclaimed our hero, shrugging his sltQulders, "I reckon they want to talk with us. But
we won't get too close to the wood, just the same."
As they got a little nearer they swung around
a little and rode along so they would pass the
waiting horsemen \\ ithin a couple of hundred
yal'ds. When they showed no inclination to stop
and greet the two, the horsemen, who looked to
be cowboys, though our friends could not recog11ize them as any of those belonging to the gang
they were aifter, started toward them, their
horses at a walk. Seeing this, Wild gl}.ve the
word and their horses were brought down to a
walk.
"Hello, strangers!" called out one of the men,
who was attired in a rather fancy suit of corduroy and wore a broad-brimmed hat of the Mexican type. "Are you bound for that ranch over
I.here?"
"No,' answered Wild as he sized up the speaker and came to the conclusion that there was
something rather peculiar about him, though he
did not remember of having ever seen him before. "We are just taking a little ride around to
exercise our horses."
"Oh, I was going to tell you that you had better not go over there, since the owner of the
ranch did not seem to be very hos-pitable. We
stopped there a little while ago and asked if we
could have breakfast, but we got turned away. A
wicked-looking man with a very black beard, who
said he was the owner of the place, told us that
he had no accommodations for strangers and ad·vised us to light out. Since he had seven rir eight
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rascally looking cowboys there with him, we strike out in a direct line. You see we haven 't
eaten anything since last night a ~d ar" veTy
thought it advisable to do so."
"ls that so?" inquired our hero as the two hungry."
"Oh! all right, then. Do as you like about t hat.
horsemen came up close to them and halted.
"That isn't a very nice way to be treated, I We will see you later then."
Wild was now rather suspicious of the man in
reckon."
"I should say not," spoke up the other man, the corouroy suit. The fact that he did not seem
who appeared to be an ordinary cowboy and acted to be willing to accompany them to the ranch
as though he was very glad to meet those who because _they we.re going by a _rnundabout way
were willing to talk. "Do you know how far it struck him as bemg rather peculiar. But he said
nothing, and after thanking our friends for t he
is to the Big Y Ranch?"
"Something like five miles, I should say," Wild information they had given him, Spencer and his
answered, as he satisfied himself that the cowboy man turned and rode straight for the ridge.
"Wild," said Arietta as they started to ride
appeared to be all right. "Why, are you going
from the spot, "that man in the corduroy suit
over there?"
"Yes, that is the place we were heading for and Mexican hat is a rascally fellow!"
when we got lost last night," the man in the cor"What makes you think so, Et?" the boy askduroy suit spoke up. "I am going over there to ed1 looking at her and smiling.
see Jack Goodman on some business. I am a
'I can't help it," the girl retorted shaking her
cattle buyer, you know."
head. ",A nd , Wild," she added, lowering her voice
There was such an air of sincerity about the to a , 1
•• "if I were asked to e:uess who it
1mow who I would say?''
speaker that Young Wild West decided that he was, de
thinkmust be all right. Still he could not help
. "Who, ~~.t ?" and the boy looked at her in gening that there was something about the man that ume surprise now.
reminded him of some one he had met before.
"Harp Skinner!"
"My name is Spencer-Lev Spence1·. Maybe
"What?" exclaimed the young deadshot lookyou have heard of me before."
'
ing at her incredulously.
"Can't say that I have. So you are a cattle
It had never occurred to him that the man was
buyer, are you?"
disguised?;for there was nothing about him tha(
"Yes. This is my first trip around this part of made it appear that way.
the country. I heard! that there were a couple of
" Yo ur guess is that the fellow is Harp Skinner
ranches down thiS"""l\'aY that had some pretty good
in disguise, then, Et?" he queried after a short
cattle. The cattle Jfck Goodman raises are sup- · ·silence.
posed to be number bne, so I've heard. I got my
"Yes-, Wild. I know it may seem strange for
information from a man acquainted with the people he generally sells to, you know. I can save . me to say anything like that, but I am of that
him a whole lot of trouble by buying right from opinion."
"Well, how could that man be in disguise ..., hen
the corral, since I will have my own men to take
the cattle away, and he will get as big a price for his face is clean shaven and his hair is short? .,
"I know that, Wild, but Harp Skinner's hair
them as he would if he drove them himself."
was rather long, while his face was covered with
"Did yer try to buy any cattle over at that a black beard. He could easily have removed his
ranch?" Cheyenne Charlie asked as he nodded in hair and shaved himself, you know."
the direction of Skinner's place.
"By jingo, Et, you are l'ight! Come to think
"I didn't have the chance," and the man laugh- of it, that fellow was just about the same size
ed as be made the reply. "We were thinking and build a s the rascall y ranchman, but"-and he
more about getting something to eat than we shook his head as though he could hardl y make
were about buying cattle when we sighted the himself believe that such was the case-" it don't
place."
seem possible that he can change his appearance
"Well, if you're going over to see Goodman, and voice like that. I seldom get fooled this
you can come right along with u s," said Wild wa y, you know, Et."
after a pause.
"I know you don't, Wild," and the girl shook
"Thank you. We will be only too glad to accompany you," ans wered the man, looking as her head, showing that her opinion was unshaken.
though he was much pleased. "I suppose we will "But there is something about that man that rehave no trouble in getting something to eat minds me very much of Skinner. It is the gleam
in his eyes, I think, for I had a good chance to
there."
"Not a bit. You will find Goodman and his see his eyes last night when he was talking so
wife to be the real people of the West. They insujjjngly to me on the porch of the ranch." .
"Well, if it is he, I reckon he is a pr et t y clever
will look after your wants in a jiffy."
"In what direction does the ranch lie from villain, that is all. But say, Et."
"What is it, Wild?"
here?"
"Don't say anything about this to Charlie and
"Right over there," and our hero pointed out
in about the exact direction, though the ranch Jim, or to Anna .and Eloise, either. Keep your
could not be seen on account of the ridge that lay guess to yourself. We will see how the thing
turns out."
between.
Arietta nodded. The two had carried on the
"You are not going straight there, then?"
conversation so that no one else heard it, and
queried Lev Spencer, as he called himself.
"No, we are going up a little further before they rode along as though nothing of importance
we cross the ridge. But that won't make much had been under discussion. It was not long before they turned and reached the ridge, and just
difference. Come on with us."
"Well, if it is all the same to you, we will as they got to the top of it they saw half a dozen
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horsemen riding from it in the direction of Eureka Ranch.
"I told you so, Wild!" exclaimed Arietta, her
eyes sparkling with satisfaction. "That villain
was trying to lure us into an ambush. He is
Harp Skinner, just as sure as anything."
"It strikes me that you are right, Et. But we
will wait and see. If the two men are really
going to the ranch, I reckon it won't take us long
to find out all about it. But.. since Harp Skinner's cowboys were hiding among the rocks and
bushes· of the ridge, and the two went right wh(lre
they were, it seems that you must be right in
•
your guess."
They looked at the receding cowboys, and both
satisfied themselves that the ranchman was not
with them. Cheyenne Charlie had seen the cowboys, too, but when he saw that Wild was looking
at them he said nothing.
"Boys," said our hero, as they rode on down
the other side of the ridge, "I reckon Skeezer and
his gang were waiting for us. But it didn't work.
Now we'll go on back to the corral. I am anxious to see how the stranger makes out in dealing
with Jack Goodman."
CHAPTER

IX.-The Cowboys
Rounding Up.

Celebrate

the

As Young Wild West and his friends left the
r idge behind them they could see two horsE:menriding straight for the ranch off to the nght.
That they were the man who called himself Lev
Spencer and the cowboy he had with him they
could see at a glance.
"I reckon that fellow meant business , all right,
Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie as he looked at the
two horsemen. "But it seems strange that they
did not run aero s them cowboys. I-thought they
went right about where they come from ."
"Well, you couldn't exactly tell about that,
Charlie," was the reply. "We neve1· saw the
cowboy until they were quite a little distance
from the ridge, you know."
"Yes, that's right. But I feel putty sure ~hat
-Skeezer is hidin' there jest on purpose to git a
shot at us."
"There is no doubt about that," the young
deadshot replied, nodding his head. "I suppose
they have been watching for us, and when they
saw us riding toward the ridge they have found a
hiding place to wait for us. But their scheme
didn't work. I don't know how we are going to
fight this thing out. The rascals are too cowardly to meet us after accepting my challenge."
"'Vell, they'll git a little bolder afore long, an'
then we'll soon fix things, I reckon."
As our friends rapidfy neared the corral they
.saw that the two horsemen had turned that way,
too. No doubt they had seen the cowboys there,
and thought it best to stop there before going to
the house. When they brought their horses to a
halt near the flat-roofed building that was built
in a corner of the corral Wild saw that Spencer
and his man were talking with Goodman and
Dalzel.
"Come over here, Wild," the ranchman called
out when he saw that the boy made no move to
approach them. "I want ter introduce you to
Mr. Spencer, who's come over to make arrange-
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ments to buy some of my cattle. I'd like ter hear
what you think about it."
"All rig-ht, boss," and' leaving his hoL·se ~hnding where he had dismounted, Wil<l quickly joined
the four.
"We met a little while ago," said Spencer,
smiling and nodding to our hero. "This boy told
me the way to find your place, Mr. Goodman."
"Is that so? Maybe ~·ou don't know who ther
boy is, Spencer. I'll introduce you. Shake hands
with Youn g Wild West, ther champion de:i.dshot."
"Oh!" exclaimed the cattle buyer, his f::ce
lighting up.
Then he reached out and gave ou1· hero's hand
a hearty grip. "So you're the champion de:i.dshot, are you?"
. "Well, that's what come people call me," Wild
answered, look ing hard at the man, but failing
to cause him to change his manner one bit.
"I guess I've heard of you. There's quite a
little talk rp our way about Young Wild West
and his ·p rtners, and of the wonderful work they
have don e in hreaking up bands of rascals and all
that sort of thing. I wou ld like to see you do
,
some of you-r expert shooting."
"Well, maybe you can, be·fore very long."
"You kin bet your life you kin," spoke up the
foreman. "Ther boys has jest decided to have a
little picnic cut. here on ther corral a soon as
they git through ther brandin'. They all fe'el so
good on havin' finished ther spring round-up in
sich quick time that they want to have a little
jollification . Ther boss says he's willin', so a ,
couple of ther boys has gone over to our quarters
to $Orter g-it things ready . We've got to run a
flag up to ther pole near ther buildin', yer know,
'cause that will make it look a little more patriotic like. Then we need a little tanglefoot, an'
ther bo ;;s has been kind enough to let us have a
couple of gallons."
"That's right/' spoke up the ranchman, smiling and nodding to our hero. "It's all figured
out, Wild. Ther boys is goin' ter have a little
picnic, an' they all expect you'll show 'em what
you kin do in ther line of shootin'. They-'re all
anxious to see ye'r. I was jest tellin' Spencer
here about it when you come ridin' up. That's
why he spoke about it, I s'pose."
"Yes, that's it exactly," declared Spencer, nodding his head. "I'm somewhat of a deadshot myself, so that make·s me all the more interested.
Perhaps I can learn somethin.,.,"
"You bet your life you kin!" exclaimed Dalzel,
just as though he was positive of it.
"Well, I won't be offended the least bit if l
find that I am nothing but a novice compared
with the boy. I am willing to show what I can
do, when you get ready, and then if he can beat
me I will shake hands with him and declare him
to be the best I ever saw. I have a little feat I
perform w~ich I never saw any one do. I don't
mind telling you what it is. I can hit a hat lying
on the ground while my horse is in the act of
leaping a fence. I rathet think that is a pretty
•
good shot to make, don't you?"
The question was addressed to our hero, who
promptly answered:
"It certainly is, Mr. Spencer."
"Well, I will show you how I can do that when
you get ready B ut I am in no hurr:)I. I wa.At
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the cowboys to go ahead and have a little fun were now ready to compete at picking up a handkerchief while galloping at full speed. Goodman,
first."
The branding, was all done when the two cow- who really thought Spencer was a very fine man
i-. , ·:s came riding back from the ranch with the indeed, suggested that he should be the judge· of
t 1·iings they had gone after. The flag was quickly the affair, and he at once consented. The three
1
men got to work right away, and they performed
-- · i·ed to the top of the pole, and then the scene
-' o:)k on a gay as well as patriotic aspect. Just many difficult feats and were applauded roundly.
: \ out this time se.veral more of the cowboys be- It was hard to tell just which one made the best
' on~;ng to tl-ie ranch rode up, and then there was showing, but Spencer at last selected the man
nuite a party there to take part in the proceed- calle·d Bill, he declaring that Bill had shown more
' nP."s. But the fame of Young Wild West had cleverness than either of the other two. Everyt prcad pretty well among them, and none of them body was satisfied with the decision, so then two
;;eemed to be very anxious to go ahead and show more of the cowboys came out and gave an exhiwhat they could do. The sports cowboys indulge bition of shooting while riding at full spe·ed.
i n in celebrating th e termination of a successful Those in the party who owned hats that were
round-up are usually confined to horseback rid- pretty well the worse for wear were forced to
ing. They perform reckless and daring feats give . them up, so they might act as targets for
with their lassoes and leap over obstructions, pick the' cowboys. But they did this good-naturedly,
u p handker chiefs from the ground while riding for since the hats were about worn out, anyhow,
at full spc·ed and shoot at hats and other small they did not care if they had a few air holes put
objects with their 1·evolvers. Tl,erc was not a through them. Both men engaged in this exhibiman working on the ranch who did not have some tion showed themselves to be quite expert at
par ticular thing that he could do better than any shooting, though they all missed the hats about
one else, and after the foreman had starte'd off as fast as they hit them.
and showed how easily he could rope a mustang
But, as ~very one ought to know, it is not an
t he ice was broken, and they were all eager to easy thing to hit an object as small as a hat with
participate.
a revolver while riding horseback at a gallop.
"You are very clever at swinging a rope, I see, It would be quite as much· as a novice could do
Dalzel," Spence1· observed as he rubbed his chin to hit a hat at twenty yards once out of three
and looked at the foreman. "I can't say I eveT times, a11d while standing at that. But at the
saw any one do that trick nicer than you just time of which we write the cowboys in that part
did it."
-of the country were all quite expert in the use of
"Well,'' answered the foreman as he looked the revolver. The majority of them at the pres.toward Arietta, "I s'pose you would be surprised ent day can do some remarkable shooting. It
if you was to know that there was a gal here was e·asy to pick the winner in this event, and
what kin catch a mad steer an' hobble him jest as when Spencer awarded him the honor the crowd
easy as any man kin do it?"
broke into a cheer, and the loser appeared to be
"I certain would be surprised to see anything perfectly satisfied, which he no doubt was. Then
like that."
a couple of cattle were brought out of the corral,
"Well, there's Young Wild West's gal over and there was quite a little excitement as the
there'-that one with ther yaller hair. She done crowd turned out to see who would be the first
that thing yisterday afternoon. One of ther to rope them. There were so many of them that
steers we was drivin' over with ther herd took a the lassoes got mixed up, and the result was that
notion to go on th~r rampage, an' she lit out it took a longer time than might be expected to
after him in a jiffy. Me an' some of ther boys rope the steers. Two men could have gone out
was goi_n' ter foller, but she told us to keep back, and done it in much quicker time since they
an' that she'd attend to ther steer. · You ·oughter would not have been hampered by each other.
seen how she done it, too. By ginger! I never When the victors had been named, five of the
seen anything like it afore. There ain't a galoot cowboys, who owned good jumpers, showed how
as I've ever seen as could have lassoed that crit- they could go over the corral fence. There was
ter an' hobbled him in shorter time."
really no one to excel in doing this, and when
"You don't say!" and Spencer appeared to be Spencer told them that they- were all winners,
greatly surprised. "I should like to be intro- there was a yell of satisfaction. By this time
duced to the young lady, if there are no objec- the whisky that had been brought over from the
tions."
ranch was beginning to have a little effect upon
"There are no objections, Mr. Spencer," Wild the ·cowboys, an~ one of them became _bold _enough
to challenge Wild and Spencer at Jumpmg the
spoke up quickly. "I will call the girls over."
"No, you need not do that. We will walk over corral fence. Our hero of course was willing to
do this, and Spencer needed but little coaxing.
there and join them."
"What I want ter do," said the cowboy, who
"All right; come on then."
They all ,valked over and stopped where the seemed to think that though he ha<i not been
girls were standing near their horses. Wild awarded the honor of being the best of the three
quickly introduced Arietta to Spencer and his who had performe·d the feat, but really was, and
cowboy, and then he did the same with Anna and owned the best jumper, "is to make my horse
Eloise. Arietta took pains to act with the ut- jump ther fence, an' then turn an' jump back
most composure, and she succeeded admirably. again without goin' any further than I kin help.
Never once cl-id she let the man know by the least I reckon yer understand what I mean:''
sign or word that she suspected him of being
"I understand perfectly," Wild answered
Harp Skinner, the villainous ranchman. But, quickly.
nevertheless; she was firmly convinced that she
"So do I;" Spencer decla1·ed.
was right in her suspicion. Three of the cowboys
"All right, then. Now then, I'll go over, and a
0
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man will stand on ther other side to mark ther
spot where I turned my horse to go back again.
Then you fellers kin try it, one at a time."
This was quite a novel sort of a feat, and Wild
was willing to admit that he had never tried it
before. But he knew full well the jumping powers of Spitfire, and he was confident that he was
not going to be left in the lurch. The cowboy
rode back about fifty yards from the corral fence,
and then came gallopinv toward' it, swinging his
hat and whooping loudly. The mustang cleared
the fence with the greatest of ease, and when
he had run about ten yards the rider swung him
around and started back for the fence again. The
horse went over it all right, though his hind
noofs hit the top rail. But it was a successful
leap, so he had performed his part ~ be corrteet.
"Go ahead, Mr. Spencer,'' said Wild as he
looked at the cowboy, who was standing exactly
where the turn had been inside the corral.
"Well, I suppose I may as we'll, since you want
to be last, Young Wild West," was the reply.
Spencer certainly had a very fine horse, and as
he came ~alloping toward the fence Wild could
tell ·right away that he was going to equal the
feat of the cowboy. He made the turn about six
feet nearer the fence, and then rode back and
cleared it successfull y.
"That be·ats me," declared the man who had
suggested the novel game. "I thought I was
putty good, but I find I ain't. Still, there ain't
many as kin do as well as I done."
Wild rode out_j;o the proper distance and then
turned and came like a streak toward the corral
fence. Over it went the sorrel with the greatest
ease, and he had hardly landed before Wild turned him sharply and headed him for the fence
a.gain. Spitfire seemed a little surprised for a
second, but he quickly gathered himself together
and then over the fence he went, clearing it entirely. Wild had won out by a dozen feet, and
the applause' he got was almost deafening.
"Well, by ginger!" exclaimed the defeated cowboy. "What do yer think of that, boss?"
The question was address~d to Spencer, who
shook his head and smiled.
"Well, don't you know that we were pitted
against Young Wild West, who is supposed to be
a perfect master of a horse? I am not a bit
surprised. I expected he would beat me."
"Well, I didn't expect either of yer would beat
me," and the cowboy shook his head.
"Now then, I'm going to show you something
that I don't believe any of you can do, unless it
might be Young Wild West, or possibly his partners," went on Spencer. "If you will kindlr let
me have a couple of the hats you were shooting
at a little while ago I will proceed."
The hats were quickly given to him, and then
Spencer climbed over the f_e nce and placed them
at about six feet apart and a distance of probably twenty feet from the fence. He climbed the
fence again, and mounting his horse, rode off to
the proper di tance and turned around. Then he
came galloping back like the wind, and as he
neared the fence he drew a revolver. The horse
made the leap, and while it was clear of the
groun,d and half over the fence, Spencer fired two
shots at the hat.
"He hit 'em both, as sure as yer- alive!" ex-
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daimed Goodman. "I reckon that's what I. call
putty good shootin'."
"It sartinly is," Cheyenne . Charlie answered.
"But jest wait till Wild shows yer what he kin
do."
CHAPTER X.-Conclu sion.
There was no one present who was more eager
to admit that the feat performed by Spencer was
a -good one than Young Wild West. The moment
the boy saw what he intended to do, he set himself to thinking. Of course he had, no fear that
he could shoot fully as well as the cattle buyer,
but he wanted to do something which would appear far more surprising. Among the things the
cowboys had brought over from the ranch were
some glass balls filled with feathers, such as are .
used at shooting matches. None of them had
been used so far, so our hero went ove1· to where
the box that contained them lay upon the ground,
and selecting a couple of them, he looked at Tom
Dalzel and said:
"I supv.ose there will be no objections if I break
these, will there, Tom?"
"Sartinly not," replied the foreman. "That's
what we brought 'em over for. That .box of glass
balls has been layin' over at th""er shanty for nigh
on ter a ye.ar. There ain't none of us as is much
good at hittin' them when they're chucked up,
unless we take shot-guns."
"Well, I'll try and hit these two with my revolvers, and I mean to do it while my horse is in
the act of le'aping over the corral fence, too. I
want to try and beat Spencer's feat, if I can."
The foreman quickly shouted out what the
young deadshot proposed to do, and there was
much excitement . In order to get a good view,
several of the cowboys climbed upon the top of
the flat-roofed building that was right at hand.
Spencer smiled in a rather sickly way, for it was
evident that he' was well satisfied that the boy
was going to do what he proposed. That would
lay his feat away in the shade. But he acted
very gentlemanl y about it, and assured Wild that
if he could do such a thing he would give him the
credit of being the champion deadshot of the
world and not alone of the West . . The fact was
that Wild had never tried such a thing before,
but he possessed the utmost confidence that he
could do it, and that was really half the battle,
so to speak. He called Arietta, and handing her
the two glass balls, said:
"Now then, Et, I want you to stand close to the
fence and throw up these balls when you think
the proper time has arrived to do it. I'll leave
it to you to judge as to that."
Arietta understood , and she gave a nod, while
a smile showed upon her face. Since he had proposed to perform the feat, the young dead·s hot
lost no time about getting at it. He quickly
swung himself upon the back of Spitfire and then
rode away to the proper distance, so he might
have a good start. Arietta stood with the glass
balls in her hand, waiting for him to come dash.
ing toward the fence.
"All ready, Et," he called, and then Spitfire
dashed forward like a meteor. The utmost silence prevailed, for tho/cowboy s and other spectators were waiting with bated breath to see
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what would happen. Arietta judged the time to the cowboys looked at them and wondered. There
a nicety. Up went the two glass balls just as the was no doubt in our hero's mind that Arietta had
sorrel leaped the corral fence. Crack, crack! made a good guess when she picked Spencer to be
Wild nred with both revolvers and the balls flew no other than Harp Skinner, the villainous ranchinto fragments. The applause that rang out. as man. That_the villain was up to some mischief
Spitfire landed upon the ground, at the other side he also felt certain of. The two racers were
of the fence certainly showed how much the spec- pi;obably a quarter of a mile away from the cortators appreciated the wonderful feat that Young ral when Wild and his partners set out after
Wild West had peTformed. But the boy had been them. Meanwhile Arietta was leading Spencer
confident that he could do it, so he let the horse by about two lengths. On the two rode, and
trot away for about a hundred feet and then he when they lacked about a quarter of a mile from
turned and rode back, leaping the fence and com- the edge of the ridge six horsemen suddenly came
ing to a halt. ·
,
, riding toward them at a furious pace. They were
"Shake hands Young Wild West!" exclaimed Skeezer and his men, sure enough. Right here
Spencer as he l~ped forward. "That beats any- we may as well state that Arietta had made a
thing I ever saw. You are certainly 3: wo_nder." good guess. .Skinner was a very clever man, and
'jThat's all right," the boy answered _m his cool he had conceived the idea of removing his black
and easy way. "I never tried that thmg before, beard and having his hair cut to disguise himself.
but I was pretty sure I could do it. You see, I As he rode along, with the girl leading him a
didn't have to look after my horse at all. I knew short distance, he felt that his plan was going to
he would go over the fence all right, so all I had turn out all right. But Arietta no sooner saw the
to do was to shoot at the glass balls .. It was just villainous cowboys approaching than she brought
about the same as if I had been standing upon my her horse to a halt, at the same time turning a
revolver upon the villainous ranchman.
feet, I suppose."
After· a short interval more glass balls were
"Now then, you scoundrel," the exclaimed with
brought out, but Wild refused to shoot at any of flashing eyes. "Turn your horse around and ride
them. Several of the cowboys showed what they back. You are my prisoner. You may have decould do, which was not a great deal, and after ceived the others, but have not deceived me. You
they had tired of the sport, Spencer suddenly are Harp Skinner. If you value your life, you will
turned to Arietta and said:
turn your horse and ride back to the corral."
"I have an idea that you have got a pretty good"Never!" he hissed as he ' started his horse
horse there, miss. ls he very fast?"
towai;d her, no doubt hoping to take the weapon
"Oh he can hold his own with about every from her. Crack! The sharp report rang out,
horse 'I come across, with the exception of Spit- and with a groan Skinner reeled and fell from
fire," the girl answered, wondering what the man the saddle, a bullet in his left shoulder. Crack,
was driving at.
crack, crack! The villainous cowboys were actu"Well, suppose you and I have . a little race. ally shooting at the girl now, for they · had seen
We will ride out for about two miles, and then Skinner fall and took it for granted! that he was
turn and come back. I hardly think Young Wild dead. The bullets· whistled past the girl's head
1
West will have any objections."
but she leaned forward in the saddle and startea
"Certainly not," spoke up our hero quickly, for to meet Wild and his partners, who were now
he now realized, that the man was up to some pretty close at hand. Crack, crack, crack! Three
villainy.
more shots were fired. Then it was that CheyThere was nothing to do but for Arietta to ac- enne Charlie's rifle spoke, and one of the cowcept the challenge, since her lover had spoken in boys fell. Crang, crack! Wild realized that there
that way, so she promptly declared that she was was nothing else to do now, so he fired, two shots
ready whenever he was.
in quick succession. Then Jim joined in, and
"I have a pretty good horse here," said Spen- before the villains could make their escape they
cer, a peculiar smile pla~ing about ~is lips, and all fell.
All the cowboys had quickly mounted
then as Arietta looked him sharply m the eyes, their horses when the firing began, and it was
she saw the same gleam there that had _been in not long •b efore they reached the spot. Skinner,
the eyes of the villainous ranchman the mght be- though badly wounded, lay upon ,the ground sulfore. The girl made up her mind that she must len and defiant. But it did not take long for Wild
be on her guard and she instinctively felt to see to force him to confess who he was and of the
if her revolver ~as all right. Wild assisted Ari- plot he had formed.
etta to mount, and then as they lined up he drew
It is not necessary to state what happened to
his revolver from the holster and called out:
but suffice it to say he was dealt with
"When I fire you can start. Ride out about two Skinner,
in accordance to the way of the cowboys. Young
miles and then turn and come back."
Wild West and his friends had certainly had quite
"All right," c;ame the reply from both.
a
time of it since they met the cowboys of
Crack! The young deadshot fired, and away thelively
Big Y Ranch, and though they had been comthe y went. As Arieta and Spencer rod_e away like pelled
to shoot to kill, none of them felt sorry
the wind Wild put a fresh cartridge in his revolit. The fact was that they had well rid the
ver and then dropped it into the holster. Then he for
country of a very bad gang of scoundrels, and
walked over to his horse and mounted.
"Come, boys," he said, nodding to Charlie and that was certainly worth while.
Jim "I reckon we'll ride out that way, too."
"Right yer ·are, Wild,'' answered the scout, and
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
he was 'quickly in the saddle.
THE
Jim was right behind him, and not knowing WEST'S MYSTERIOUS ENEMIES;
what the three intended to do, the ranchman and SIGN OF THE SILVER SEVEN."

or,
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CURRENT NEWS
AFRICANS SLEEP IN SAND TO ESCAPE
MOSQUITOES
So numerous are mosquitoes in some parts of
South Africa the inhabitants sleep w ith their
bodies covered with sand three or four inches
deep, leaving out only thei r heads, which they
cover with handkerchiefs.
WOULD BREED MUSKRATS
Walt er E. Fowler and John Curry, both former blacksmiths, are applying to the State Fish
and Game Commission for permits to trap enough
muskrats to start a breeding farm on a tract of
land they have obtained about twenty miles north
of Bemidji, Minn. They will start the farm on
a lake if they get permission to trap breeding
stock.
PART OF MASTODON'S TOOTH
J. B. Henry, who lives on Little Walnut Creek,
Ind., has fourld a part of a tooth of a mastodon,
an animal which is said to have lived some hundreds of thousands years ago. The piece found
by Henry was about four or five inches long and
roots of the tooth are about five inches long. He
has presented it _to the Department of Geology
of De Pauw University.
JEWELS FOUND IN AN
ARIZONA MINE
Beautiful jewels are obtained from Arizona's
single amethyst mine, owned by John McDaniels
and sHuated on the southeastern slope of the
Four Peaks of the Mazatzal mountains, about
sixty miles northeast of Phoenix, in a ~ild _country into which the only transportation · 1s by
. means of sure-footed horses or mules.
BEAUTIFUL

The jewel formation was found in an "overhang" beneath a cliff. Mr. McDaniels blasted
to see how deep the formation was and broke into
a cavern in which the amethyst hung in the manner of stalactites, colored blue and purple and
shading down even to black.
One of the six-sided crystals taken out by him
weighed 14 pounds and another ten pounds.
Quantities of the smaller crystals have been
brought to Globe and Phoenix, and some have
been cut into beautiful jewels. The coloring is
from manganese.

OLD MAN'S WALK
Walking is the favorite pastime of Samuel E.
Cavin, a r etired lawyer of Philadelphia, Pa., who
is summering at the home of his son, Edward H.
·
Cavin of Salem, Mass.
Since his fiftieth year the elder Cavin has celebrated his natal day by walking a number of
miles equivalent to his age. Last January he was
seventy and walked seventy miles in less than
twenty-four hours. He started at one minue past
midnight, fini shed about 10 o'clock that night.
The elder Cavin has spent the last eight weeks
of his vacation in Salem by walking. He has
taken little "jaunts" down to Newburyport or
Gloucest er, twenty-one to forty miles, just for
an appetizer before dinner.
"My longest trip on vacation thus far .has been
from Salem to Boston by the shore route and return by the way of Everett and Lynn, a distance
of forty miles, which I covered in twelve hours
and fifteen minutes, including- a half hour spent
at my son's office in Boston," said Mr. Cavin in
a letter r eceived r ecently .
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
.I

-OR-

THE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD'
By DICK ELLISON·
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XV.
Once More Charlie Falls Among Thieves.

•

Charlie lost not a minute. It was Mr. Pendleton's car all right, and he so told Billy Edwards,
the clerk.
"I thought so," was the reply. "Was it stolen?"
"Yes," ,said Charlie, evasively. "I had to leave
the car for a short time and somebody swiped it."
"Queer they should land it in front of our garage. Looks as if there must have been some mistake about the business instead of a clear steal."
"I don't know anything about it," said Charlie.
"'vVe lost the car and now here it is and I'm going to take it home."
He did so, and Mr. Pendleton was sitting in the
garage smoking a cigar when he arrived.
"By Jove, you've got it!" cried the lawyer. "I
told you how it would be."
"Did you succeed in your business yesterday,
sir?" Charlie ventured to ask.
"Perfectly," replied Mr. Pendleton, "and that's
all that need be said about it."
Charlie took the hint and never alluded to the
matter again.
Joe was very meek after , his escapade, and
avoided Charlie as much as possible, but it was ,
all to end shortly, for within two weeks Mr. P~dleton came into the garage one morning and told
Charlie that business called him to London. "I
shall take my family with me," he said, "and the ·
house will be left to the servants. As I shall
probably be absent several months I shall be obliged to dispense with your services, my boy, sorry as I am to have to do so."
He then paid Charlie a month's salary in advance, and in addition presented him with a hundi·ed dol-lars, which was liberal enough in a way,
but Charlie felt very sorry, for he had been feeling much at home at the Pendfetons.
He stayed until the family departed and then
went home with the idea of remaining there if he
could possibly find anything in Centreport which
would begin to pay him.
But in-this he failed. The town was absolutely
dead and nobody wanted a boy.
Charlie stood it five weeks and then he info1·med
his motlier that he was going to New York.
"I'm determined to look up that Mr. Stuyvesant," he said. "What little I saw of New York
has maue me want to see more of it. If I can
land a l!hauffeur's job there I've made up my mind
to take it."
So a few days later, with fifty dollars in his
n,(\/'Jrnt_ r.ho:,,liP. took the train fc;,r New York.

He anticipated no trouble in getting at Mr.
Stuyvesant, whose residence was at a certain
number on Fifth avenue, but that was due to his
ignorance of New York and its ways .
He reached the city before dark and now came
the question where to spend the night, for he felt
that it would · be best not to present himself at
Mr. Stuyvesant's house until the next day.
Charlie came in over the Lehigh, Valley rail. road, and as these events happened just before
the opening of the new Pennsylvania station on
Seventh and Eighth avenues, the boy chauffeur
was landed at Jersey City. He had formed no
acquaintances on the train, and as he passed into
the station he looked around for some one of
whom he could inquire ai._ to a cheap hotel, for he
knew of none but his old friend, the Astor House,
and he concluded that would be too expensive.
He first spoke to one of the attendants, but got
a surly answer, which discouraged him, and he
pulled away and stood looking around rather
helplessly, probably, when a well-dressed man
stepped up to him and asked if he could be of any
assistance.
"I heard that fresh guy snarl at you," he said.
"You ought to have pushed his face in, by rights;
all the same you showed your good sense in not
answering back. I'm crossing the ferry by the
next boat. I can show you a first-class place
where you can get a room for fifty cents."
All th' was said in the most friendly fashion
and Cha r ,c not realizing the risk he ran in taking up with strangers, responded and thanked the
man. They went aboard the ferry boat and sat
down in the upper cabin together.
The man now told Charlie that his name was
Morgan, and that he was just from Philadelphia.
He ~ d the boy his name, where he came from
and what his business was.
"Odd," he said, when Charlie told him he was
a chauffeur and had come to New York to look
for a job. "As it happens, I am on my way now .
to see a gentleman who is a particular friend of
mine, and as I happen to know, he is looking for
a reliable young man to supply the place of his
chauffeur, who has just left him. Of course, the
man might not suit you; he's a little arbitrary,
but he is a good fellow at heart. Suppose you
come along with me and have a talk with him. It
will be no use, though, unless you've got good recommendations."
"Oh, I have," replied Charlie, "and he displayed
Mr. Hurley's letter and another which Mr. Pen,
dleton had given him.
"Those are certainly very strong letters," said
Mr. Morgan. "I think it will pay you to meet my
friend."
"What's his name?" asked Charlie.
"His name," replied Morgan. "Why, his name
is-er-is Bowley, F. Barnston Bowley. Will you
come?"
Charlie could see no reason w.hy he should not,
for Mr. Morgan seemed a perfect gentleman, and
had been very friendly indeed. ·
So, carrying his dress-suit case and umbrella,
he followed his new friend up Cortlandt street,
where they took an uptown train on the Sixth avenue elevated.
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
ALBERT A BOYS AND GIRLS COMPETE IN
RAISING HOGS
Seventy-tw o pure bred registered Berkshire
sow pigs were distributed at Brooks and Bassano
to thirty-six boys and girls, members of the pig
clubs at these points. The pigs cost $20 each delivered and the purchasers were financed by the
local banks, which loaned approved members $40
each on their notes. These pigs will all be taken
care of and fed by the members themselves , who
will exhibit them at the school fair.
WASHING TON HAS BIGGEST OF ALL
AMERICA N FLAGS
What is probably the largest American flag
in continuous use hangs in the court of the Postoffice Departmen t Building on Pennsylvan ia avenue in Washingto n.
The flag, suspended from the level of the eighth
floor, reaches down to the third. It weighs ninety
pounds. Accurate measureme nts · of the banner
show it to have a fly of 70 feet 4 inches, hoist 37
feet, field 20 feet l;>y 28 feet. The stars a e thirty
inches between the tips and the stripes are a yard
wide.
It is literally a$ big as a house, since a comfortable six-roan\ bungalow could be built on the
space it would cover.
KILLED 2,000 WOODCH UCKS
George Maxwell claims to be the champion
woodchuck destroyer of the State. Last week he
added 150 scalps to his credit, and his reco1·d fer
the last year is 2,000, most of them being killed
on a farm of 100 acres near Sterling, Ill. Farmers
find the woodchuck s as destructive as the prairie
dogs of the Far West, and are anxious to have
them destroyed while the bounties offered by th e
various counties is sufficient to reward nimrods
for their effort, and thousands are despatched
every year. They multiply rapidly, however, and
the numbers do not appear to be seriously diminished by th e activities of the hunters.

partment _of Agriculture believes that the bus iness of ra1smg beavers for their fur may devel op,
under proper control measures, into a profitabl.:branch of f1;ir farming. With a small beginning
the enterpnse seems to promise an advance to
good returns and even great possibilities .
A fertile field for beaver culture may be found
in connection with projects for the reforestrntion with conifers of burned or cut over timber.
lands. Many of these areas, cleared by ax or fire
a1~d later co".ered with a second growth of aspen,
willow and pm cherry, are for the time considered
almost worth less.
Over much of the northern border of the
United States and still larger areas of Can ad"
where s~ch land is found it is generally unsuited
for . agriculture and would not pay taxes until
agam covered by valuable forest timber but
Y,ould supply ideal food for beavers a;d if
stocked ".'7ith them could be m".de to yi;ld an income while the pro~ess of reforestatio n is going
on.
The animal~ should not be introduced uncontrolled i!1t~ p 1~ces where their activities may
menace 1r~·1gahon or power ditches, important
road or railroad gr)des or agricultura l districts.
A suitable food supply and permanent water
should be assured.
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The son, evidently hearing the robber's foot·
steps in the hall, had started up with a revolver
in his hand, but before he could use the weapon
he had been killed by a blow with a knife, while
his mother had also been killed upon the very
By ALEXANDER ARMSTRONG
threshold of her bedchamber.
The little town of Maurenton, in the south of
Again a th0 rough and syS te matic sear~h had
bee"'.\ made th rough the house.
F 1·ance, was thrown, one mo:r;ning, some years
More for the sake of leaving no means untried
ago, into a state .qf th e wildeS t _excitement.
than from a hope of gaining any important inth
The Count de Marolles, the great man of
e formation, a detective was also sent at once to
district, whose chateau st00 d juS t outside of th e Maurenton, the scene of the murder of the Count
town, had been murdered.
de Marolles.
That robbery was the motive of the crime
there could be little doubt.
It often happens that from the very qu~rter
The private dt:sk of the murdered nobleman where least is expected the most is ,gained.
had been b-roken open, and a large amount of
The detective was a man of ability, and ·in less
moc1cy it was known to certain stolen.
than two days had found that two strangers had
More than this, it was evident the burglar was been st aying in the town for a few days previno novice, f0r a thorough search had been made ous to the murder.
through the whole house, and every article of
One of these had taken his departure the night
any valne that could be removed carried away.
before, and the other upon the morning of the
The means of the assassin's. entrance and exit di_scovery of the dark deed.
was found almost at once by an open window on
The one who had left last was a young man
the ground floor, overlooking the garden, but any of about twenty-five, an art student, gay, deboclue as to his identity seemed hopeless.
nair. and careless of appearance, and certainly
Ile had evidently taken his precautions with th e la 5t person 'i~ the world to be suspected of
the greatest care, and only left one trnce behind such a deliberate y-planned and coolly carried
him.
out crime.
This, however, was more a proof of his perThe other wa;; a man of between forty and
srinal habits than anything relating to his iden- fifty, very reserved and mysterious in his manner,
tity.
and scrupulously neat and precise in habits and
After the murder had been done he had paused attire.
in the room on the lower floor to wash his hands.
He passed his time at the hotel mostly in writThe local police, as ·well as several detectives ing and reading, and never allowed a speck of
from the neighboring provincial capital, busied dust to soil his fingers without immediately washthemselves for several days in trying to solve the ing them.
mystery with no avail, when the -news a rived
The detective, at this discovery, was in rapthat another murder and robbery, so similar in ture.
every detail as to . leave but little doubt it was
Following up the clue, he also learned that M•.
the work of the same person, had been perpe- Gervol, the name by which this mysterious pertrated at a town about six miles distant.
sonage had registered, had not left by the train
The victims this time we1·e an old man, who for Paris, as had been supposed, but, going to a
had the reputation of being extremely wealthy, small roadside inn about three miles from the
and his housekeeper.
town, staying there until the following day.
The two lived alone in a solitary house, and,
Upon gaining this information, the detective
upon no signs of them being seen in -the town for at once proceeded to the town, sixty miles distwo days, the house was broken into, and both tant, where the second of t11e three dark tragthe old man and woman found lying dead in their edies had been committed.
respective beds, murdered.
Here he found M. Gervol had anived at about
An examination of the bodies showed them to eight o'clock on the night of which the old miser
have been ,dead two days before they were dis- and his housekeeper had been murdered, taking
covered, thus making the time of their murder the train early the next morning for Paris.
..
the night following that of the Count de Marolles. · Once more in the capital, the .experts of the
The murder of the Count de Marolles was com- Rue de Jerusalem had but little difficulty in findpletely thrown into the shade by this later trag- ing the whereabouts of Mr. Gervol.
edy, and the police officials and detectives buzzed
He occupied the second floor of a house in a
around the place like so many flies, until, when respectable quarter of the city, and was looked
just about obliged to confess themselves at fault, upon by his neighbors as being an amiable man
the news was flashed along the wires that the but a confirmed bookworm, with no world beyond
assassin had committed one more crime, and this his library.
·
time in Paris.
A further p]'.oof against him was found upon
This time the atrocity of the crime exceeded application to his banke_rs, who admitted he had
even the previous ones.
within the last week paid into their hands a sum
The victims were a widow lady and her only• of over two hundred thousand francs.
son, moving in the highest social circles.
Withi:o two hours after receiving this addiThe laidy occupied a small detached house sur- tie:nal inf~rmation he was arrested and placed in
rounded by a garden, and p.er s·on, who had that prison.
day drawn a large sum of money out of the bank,
He attempted no resistance.
re5ided with her.
He seemed uttei-Jy o>'erwhelmed by the charge
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against him, and incapable even of asserting his
innocence.
To many· persons this would have been capable
of far difference interpretation to that of guilt,
but to the police authorities it was proof conclusive; and the detective who ferreted out the evi~
dence was lauded to the skies.
There was, however, one exception-a young
man of about twenty, but lately admitted to the
force, and named Chassac.
His · name has risen to celebrity since as the
chief of one of the most important departments,
and his opinion is eagerly sought after; but now,
when he volunteered it, to the effect that the
prisoner w3:s innocent he was snubbed at once.
Meanwhile, the accused man was visited by the
prosecuting judge, and asked what he had to offer in his defense.
The first shock of his ignominious arrest having worn off by this time, he was able to reply
to the official's inquiries.
He protested his innocence most earnestly.
He had, about a month before he left Paris for
Maurenton, been made the executor to the bequest of a dying friend, who placed two hundred
and thirty thousand francs in his hands in trust
for his nephew, a wild young artist, named Francois Vidal, which was to be given to him when
the young man promised to reform his ways.
If he did not the bequest was to belong to
Gervol.
He had started to Maurenton, where he had
heard the young man was staying.
He had seen him, and though not telling him of
the legacy, used his utmost persuasion to induce
him to 1·eform.
Finding it useless, he had tried another method,
and pretending to leave the town, had gone only
a distance of two er three miles, intending to
wait there and renew his efforts at a more favorable time.
Finding, however, that the young man had left
the town the next morning, he followed him to
his next stopping-place, a town about sixty miles
distant, and thence to Paris, where, finding him
still incorrigible, he had deposited the money, in
his own name, at his bankers.
Such was the story he told the judge.
Had the young detective, Chassac, been an auditor, it would greatly have simplified his actions; but the ways of French justice are proverbially dark.
Instead, therefore, the young detective asked
for ·1eave of absence, which being granted, he
started immediately for Maurenton.
From there he tracked the footsteps of the art
student as the more experienced officer had done
those of the elder man, until he traced him back
to Paris.
His theory was that the assassin was none
other than the art student, who, noticing the almo t prudish cleanliness of the old man, had
seized upon it as a means of fixing the suspicion
of the successive murders upon him.
Notwithstanding the large amount of mon'ey he
had gained as the reward of the three successive
dark deeds he had perpetrated, he had not
changed his mode of life, but still occupied a room
on the top floor of a house, in a street patronized
by students and other dweller,- in Bohemia, and
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it was here that the young det~ctive, Chassac,
bent his steps.
He found the student at home, looking with
half-maudlin admiration at a sketch of a woman
in full dress standing on an easel before him.
A more than half-empty bottle, labeled Absinthe, was on a table at his elbow and it was
plain to be seen he had been imbibi~g freely.
Hoping to take him by surprise, the detective
advanced quickly to where he sat.
"Francois Vidal," he _said, "you are my prisoner. Your deep game is played out so you had
'
better come along quietly."
,.. Half intoxicated though he was, the villain was
not taken by surprise.
. Before the words had passed the detective's
hps he had qrawn a revolver from his breast
pocket, and fired it point-blank in his face.
The bullet missed its mark, for it only grazed
the detective's temple; but, for a moment or two
the force of the concussion caused him to stagger backwards and clutch at the wall for support.
Before he could recover himself, the student
1:iad opened a door in the opposite wall, and rapidly ascended a ladder leading to a skylight
through the roof.
Hardly had he reached the roof than the detective was after him.
By the time his pursuer had reached the top
of the ladder, however, he was more than twenty
yards away at the very edge of the roof overlooking the street.
Evidently the villain, becoming desperate was
'
meditating to risk the leap.
"Stand,". the detective cried, leveling his revolver, "or I fire!"
The man's only answer was a wild, ringing
laugh, and the next he had leaped from the roof.
For a breathing space he hung in the air nearly sixty feet from the paved street below and
then his extended hands caught the leaden ~pout
beneath the eaves of the opposite house.
He clung there for a moment or two with the
tenacity of utter despair, and then the leaden
spou! began t~ bend beneath his weight.
With one wild cry upon his lipg, as the spout
broke asunder, he fell to the street below.
Strange to say, the fall had not been instantaneously fatal, and a fai1't shudder through the
crushed and mangled body showed the man still
•
breathed.
As the detective poured some brandy between
his lips, he opened his eyes, and gazed around
wildly for an instant, with a last despairing effort, he raised his head.
. "I am guilty," he cried, "and the old man is
innocent."
He then breathed his last.
Of course, . now that his innocence was proved
by the real assassin's confession, M. Gervol was
set at liberty with many apologies for his unmerited imprisonment.
It is an ill wind, however, that blows nobody ·
good, and M. Chassac, the young detective, o vcs
the corner-stone of hi s present eminence to this
curious case, and the skill with which he tracked
the pernetrator of these three dark deeds.
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(NTERESTING ARTICLES
OLD CORNERSTONE RECORD
A few old coins and a handful of dust proved
to be the entire contents of the cornerstone of the
old Rogersville, Tenn., synodical college opened
bJ workmen tearing down the building, which is
to be replaced with a modern high school. All
the papers and records put into the aperture
when the cornerstone was laid, July 4, 1849, had
crumbled to dust. Two names only could be <led phered in the fragm~nts.
·
LARGEST CARGO THROUGH THE CANAL
A new · high record for tons of cargo carried
through the canal was set by the steamship Ma- \
1·ore of the Ore Steamship Corporation when she
made the transit of the canal on July 19 with
20,000 tons of iron ore, bound from Cruz G1·ande,
Chile, to New York. The previous record was set
by a, sister ship of the Ma,·ore, the Bethore, making the transit on May 29 with 19,000 tons of ore.
The Marore wa's drawing 33 feet of water at the
time of transit, the Bethore 32 feet 6 inches.

make their raids- tbat it has been found impossible to detect and kill them. Where they came
from is a mystery, as no one is able to say when
anything akin to them has been placed in the
mountains of this county. Some of the farmers
living in that neighborhood declare that they are
a part of a tribe of Angora goats that was placed
in the mountains by a farmer of Rockingham
county, and that they have crossed the mountain
range and find that they are less molested by
dogs and' men in this county. A farmer living
in the Newport section, while making a survey
of the mountain range, encountered a herd of the
Rocky Mountain goats. He finally succeeded in
separating one from the rest of the herd and,
pursuing him with dogs, ran him to · a cliff that
drops 50 feet sheer. For a moment the goat
stopped, looking over his doom if he, attempted
to face his ,pursuer, who shot him dead on the
spot. It required the aid of another man and a
horse and wagon to get the goat out to· low land.
The wool of the Rocky Mountain goat falls i~
graceful folds all over the body and commands
a fabulous price.

LAUGHS
"I assure you, Miss Doris, I'm working for all
I'm worth nowadays. "Dear me. How do you
manage to live on your salary?"
"Didn't you say your dog's bark is worse than
his bite?" "Yes." "Then for goodness sake don't
let him bark! He's just ·bitten me."
Kind Lady-You look tired. Railroad Conductor-Yes, madam, I'm troubled with insomnia.
Kind Lady-.t'oor fellow, why don't they put you
on a sleeping-car?
"Watch that woman driving a stake over there.
She reminds m~ of lightning." "Why, because
she is working so fast'/" "No, because she never
strikes twice in the same place!"

"Now, Herbert," said the school teacher, "how
OLD WOMAN READS WITHOUT GLASSES
To be able to read without the aid of glasses, many seasons are there?" "D'ye mean in the
"Yes, cextainly."
"Two."
although she is eight years beyond the century United States?"
mark in the journey of life, is a daily habit with "Only two? Name them." "Baseball and footMrs. Lemuel Shadrick, of Columbia, Mo. She is ball."
a staunch advocate of smoking. "For enjoyment
nothing can compare witb smoking a cob pipe,"
"Your husband says he leads a dog's life," said
the aged woman declared': "I learned to smoke one woman. "Yes, it's very similar," answered
.the other. "He comes in with muddy feet, makes
when I was seven years old.
"When people learn to laugh sufficiently and to himself comfortable by the fire and waits to be
look at the bright side of things I am sure their fed.' 1
earthly career will be of longer duration," she
concluded.
"You had better take care when you go out this
morning," said Mrs. Bingo. "There is ice all
'VIRGINIA FARMERS HUNT MOUNTAIN over the front steps.
"Yes," replied her husband.
GOATS
"I expect it's my fault. When I came in I upset
Huntsmen and farmers living in the neighbor- a milk bottle.''
hood of Newport, Va., in the foothills of the Massanuttan mountains, 10 miles southwest of Lu"How can you have changed sp, Henry? Be. ray, are making "big money" from the slaughter
of Rocky Mountain goats, which are roaming at fore we were married you said you were fairly
will in the mountains, even coming down to the intoxicated with love for me!" "Well, MTs. Peck,
lowlands and destroying many of the crops. They it usually takes dTastic methods to sober a man
make their visits at night, and so quietly do they up-and I'm sober now!"

,,
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GOOD READING
AGED MAN FEELS YOUNG
L. H. Gorrell, one hundred and one years old,
for fifty-three years a resident of Allen County,
reac~ed Iola, Kan., the other day on the first lap
of his annual visit to relatives in La Harpe and
Garnett. Mr. Gorrell now lives in the Masonic
Home in Wichita, and is believed to be the oldest
active Mason in America.
"I am feeling fine," the centenarian said to-day.
"I'll be one hundred and two in October, but it
doesn't seem I'm that old."
Gorrell hears perfectly, reads without glasses,
and never has tasted liquor or tobacco.
He declares that eyeglasses only dim the vision after constant use, and asserts that daily eye
baths in fresh cow's milk to which salt has been
added, will keep the vision in perfect condition.
SPIRITUALIST TOLD HIM OF FARM
Banished from home fifty yea1·s ago by his
stepmother, just after the death of his father,
Lewis J. Warner, Kansas City, Kan., soon is to
file suit to recover property, which he alleges was
due him when his father died, and was fraudulently acquired by his stepmother and other persons.
That is the situation as stated by J. S. McDonald of McDonald & Co., accountants, who investigated the alleged fraud. Warner knew of
no property when his father died, he said. Recently a spiritualist told him that he had property in Indiana and that he should take steps to
recover it, he said. He appealed to the McDonald company to investigate.
The compa ny found 160 acres of farm land in
Vermillion County, Ind., owned by the administrator of his father's estate and by a stepmother. The farm is worth, according to the investigators, about $30,000.

of their coats and trousers look like nothing but
patches.
"The people come well to church, even upon a
week day. We regret very much that our little
harmonium never arrived. They love singing,
but cannot keep in tune. They are not over clean,
but how can they be? They are often fourteen
months without soap.
"Bread is an unheard-of thing here. I wish I
had brought a lot of rice, as in the summer,._ when
potatoes are short, it would be something to live
on-one gets tired of fish, which is very different
from English fish. We are fairly happy and very
busy and are looking forward with great delight
to the Quest coming, as our life here is a very
lonely one."

,

CUNHA IS LONELIEST
ISLAND
Conditions of life on Tristan da Cunha, the
loneliest island in the world, are deEcribed in a
letter which has been received by Mrs. Ffooks
of Kingscote, Dorchester, from Mrs. Roge rs, who
went recently with her hus' .._ d, the Rev. W.
Rogers, to the island, where the:,, are carrying on
mission and school work.
Mrs. Rogers states that the people have very
bare houses, but they ornament them with pictures from the Daily Mail. She says:
"The people here mostly live on fish and potato~. Owing to rats, rain, wind, etc., the animals don't do very well. The scenery is beautiful. The people a1·e very kind, but so ignorant.
"We have school every day, to which about six- ·
ty come---thirty-fiv e children three to fifteen, the .
others grownups. The people card, spin and knit
their own wool very well. The women make most
of their clothes. They like to have print for their
blouses and skirts. They are so big that it takes
·
one blouse and four yards for a skirt.
"The men are terribly short of clothes-many
TRISTAN

DA

FAVORS NEW ST AMP ISSUE
W. Irving Glover, Third Assistant Postmaster
General, replied recently .o criticisms of the proposed changes in designs of postage stamps
which the Postmaster General has under consideration.
Mr. Glover said the impression seemed to prevail that the new issue of stamps was proposed
because of a desire of stamp collectors for new
designs, but, on the contrary, changes were under consideration entirely because the best interests of the service warranted it.
"In response to appeals of the Postmaster General for suggestions for the betterment of the postal service, thousands of letters suggesting a new
issue of postage stamps have been received from
employees of the postal service, who have pointed
out the a dvisability of a more distinct variation
in designs fo r postage stamps, as well as colors
that do not possess striking similarity," said Mr.
Glover. "The Department knows that thousands
of dollars in revenue are lost yearly in the postal
service, due to striking similarity in stamps, as
well a s little deviation in color, which prevents
postal employees from detecting short paid mat ter. This liability to error is )ncreased by cencellation, which often obliterates the numeral on
the stamps to such an extent that err ors cannot
be detected promptly."
"In fact, the present issue bears so many features alike that errors now made in handling mail
with these stamps at tached are in the majority
of cases excu sable. P articularly is this true in
many of the largest p ost -offices, where artificia l
light is necessarily being u sed. Inasmuch as the
stamps from 11 to 7 cents denomina tion bear t he
portrait of Washington and the 8-cent to $5 bea1·
the portrait of Franklin, postal cler ks cannot
easili distinguish the denomination in the rapid
handling of mail because of the lack of di sti nc•
tive features."
Mr. Glover also said that the cost of prepar ation of the new special delivery stanip was very
economical, the master die only costing $438 91 ,
which was more than twice covered by sale c,f
these stamps to stamp collectors for which r.'.i
service wcs l'em'e1·ed.

\
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
PARI'.OT FALLS INTO RIVER
"Help! Help!" came a prolonged cry from the
Schuykill River the other day, near Schuykill
Haven, Pa. l\fon who rushed to the rescue, believing some one might be drowning, found the
call came from a parrot owned by George Pflueger, which flew from its owner's garage and fell
mto the water. Walter Kline jumped into the
river and rescued the bird, which had floated a
considerable distance. The parrot's training to
shout for help whenever it needed assistance
saved its life.
PLANTING SEEDS TO FOIL THE BIRDS
When the United States Forest Service began
its work of reforestation , scattering tree seeds in
woodlands thinned by lumbermen, so many seeds
were eaten by birds and chipmunks, so many trees
sprouted.
But now, says the Popular Science Monthly, the
seeds are treated with red lead in a way that
makes them inedible without detracting from
their vitality. The seeds are spread on canvas
strips and thoroughly mixed with finely divided
red lead, which clings to them, so that animals
and birds leave them alone.
ENGINE KILLS PRIZE DOG.
Jack, prize bloodhound owned by Al Scott of
Mitchell, S. D., known all over the State and
neighboring States as a trailer of criminals, was
killed by a switch engine on the St. Paul road
tracks. Jack was twelve years old and was getting deaf, so he was unable to hear the train as
it approached, and was run down.
Mr. Scott had taken the dog all over South
Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota, and Nebraska on calls
to trail criminals. The last trip was made three
weeks ago when he was called to Holland, Minn.,
to trail thieves. who had broken into a store
there.
Five years ago ·Mr; Scott was offered $1,000
for the dog by a Worthington, Minn., man, but
he refused to sell.
HOW LARGEST THEATRE IS CLEANED
EACH DAY
Cleaning the largest theatre in the world is a
herculean task, but when' the C;ipitol is opened
to the public at 12 :30 o'clock each day every
square inch of surface has been made immaculate.
After the last performance each night the task
of housecleaning begins. Each one of the 5,300
s.-.ats is turned up and cleaned and every prog1 1m, scrap of paper and forgotten articles are
co!JP.cted. At 6 o'clock in the morning a small
army consisting of fourteen porters and sixteen
scrubwomen invade the theatre. By 12 o'clock,
thirty minu~befo re opening time, eve1'Y corner
and surface of the theatre has been thoroughly
cleaned and inspected.

The following surfaces are cleaned and polished with the aid of mechanical appliances: 5,lJUv square yards of carpets and draperies, 6 000
square feet of tiling, 5,000 square feet of ma~ble
work, 50,000 square feet of walnut woodwork,
600 square feeLof bronze doors, 1,000 lineal feet
of brass railing, 1,000 square feet of leaded glass
2,500 square feet of mirrors and 50,000 electri~
globes.
MOTORISTS

DROWNED

FALL

AFTER

50-FOOT

Three Norwalk, Conn., residents met death and
two escaped narrowly in a fifty-foot plunge of an
automobile into the harbo:i;;.-early the other day.
The accident occurred in the heart of the business center. The bodies of two of the victims
were recovered with dl'agnets. The body of the
third was recovered after being in the water
nearly 14 hours. Those killed in the plunge
were:
John Creagh, thirty; William Parr forty proprietor of a pool room and father ~f two' children,_ and William Murray, twenty-nine, a former msurance agent, who came to Norwalk several years ago from Brooklyn, N. Y.
· Those who escaped are Willard Meeker twenty-three, and Nicholas Risi, thirty-five, a-r:. insurance _agent. ~oth got out by opening doors of the
car Just as 1t crashed off the bridge into the
water. They were carried down with the automobile, but squirmed out and swam ashore. The
car turned over twice in its descent and nosed
into the mud.
The car was whirling through the business district at a speed of forj;y miles per hour when it
, made the plunge.
Two of the victims were drowned while struggling to escape from the car, which was a sedan
•
The third's head was crushed.

Greate_st Novelty of the Age
Musical Handsaw

If you can carry a tune in your heac.l, you can, leara
to play this instrument, and secure a job on the stage
at a good salary. No musical education necessary
Struck with a spec!aJly made mallet the perfectly tem:
pered saw produces loud, clear, rich tones like a 'cello.
'l' he same effect may be had by using a violin bow on
the edge. Any tune can be played by the wonderful
vibrations of the saw. It r equires two weeks' practice
to make you an expert. When not playing you can
work with the saw. It is a useful tool as well as a
fine instrument.
Price of Saw, )J:..llet ant.1 lnRtruction11 ........ $6

HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23d St .. New Yori(
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GEORGE W. 81\llTH,
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No Pay
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Any form. cigan.ciaarettea.pipe,
Guaranteed. Harmleaa. Complete treatment sent
on trial. Coata $1 .00 if it cureo. Nothina- if it failo.

SUPERBA CO. M-21 BALl'IMORE, MD.
l'aul' Skin can be Quickly Cleal'ed of

R-~~~!:ldi§

WRITE TODAY for my FREE Booklet,
..A CLEAR-TONE SKIN". telling how I cured
myaelf after beinir afflicted 15 yeara. $1,,000 Cold
Caall says I CUI clear yonr skin ol the above blemlslles.
Ls. GIVENS, 186 C:bemlcal Bids•• - - City, M ...
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GOODYEAR RAINCOAT FREE

We will send a handsome Rainproofed, AllWeather Coat to one persou in each locallty
who will show and recommend it to friends.
Write today to The Goodyear Mfg. Co.,
1817-RD Goodyear Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

"ZEE BEAUTIFUL GIRL PICTURES"
10 wonderful poses, $1.00_; 18 specials, $2.00.
Genuine "Taken from Life" Photographs.
Mon ey refnnded If dissatisfied.
BAIRART CO., Dept. 401, ST. LOUIS, 1110.

BOYS, YOU CAN l\lAKE BIG MONEY

selling the BOYS' MAGAZINE each month.
Write us today tor 5 copies. SEND NO
MONEY .
Addreo~ The Scott F. R.-dfleld Co. Ine.
7259 Ma.in St., S111eth1,ort, Pa.
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T takes bu
moment to mark the career of your choice, sign your
name, clip o
d mail. Yet that simple act has .started more than two
million men and
toward success.
In city, ·town and
try all over the world, men are living contented
lives in happy, .. prosper
homes-beca use they clipped this coupon.
In every line of. business
industry, in shops, stores, offices, factories,
in mines and on t railroads,
are holding impqrtant positions and
receiving splendid . salaries-bee
'.they clipped this coupon.

Clerks have· become sales, advertis{ng and
managers, mechanics have become foremen, superintendents and engineers, ca.rpente
ecome architects and contractors, · men
qnd boys have risen from nothing to places of resp
· -=--because they clipped this coupon.
You have seen it· in almost every magazin·e you
ooked at for. years. And while
you have been passing it by, more than ten - - - - - - TEARouTH••• - - - - - thousand men and women each month have INTER.NATIONAL COR.R.l!SPONDENCE SCHOOLS
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You can have the- position you want in the
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Railway Accountant
Marine Engineer
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ARCIDTECT
GOOD ENGLISH
Contractor and Builder
Common
School Subject,
.and your family the home, the comforts, the
Architectural DraftamaD
CIVIL SERVICE
Concrete Builder
Railway Mail Clerk
little luxuries you would like them to have.
Structural
AUTOMOBILES
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& HEATIN(J
Mathematics
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Sheet Metal Worker
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•x,ooo Re~ard
In a dirty, forlorn shack by the river's edge they found the mutilated body of Genevieve Martin. Her pretty face was
swollen and distorted. Marks on the slender throat showed that the girl had been brutally choked to death. Who had
committed this ghastly crime? No-ene had seen the girl and her assailant enter the cottage. No one had seen the mur•
,
derer depart. How could he be brC71ight to justice?
Crimes like this have been solved-are being solved every day by Finger Print Experts. Every day we read in the
papers of their exploits, hear of the mysteries they solve, the criminals they identify, the rewards they win. Finger
Pnnt Experts are always in the thick of the excitement, the heroes of the hour.

Not Experienced Detectives
Just Ordinary men
Within the past few years, scores of men, men with no
police experience, men with just ordinary grade school
educations, have become Finger Print Experts. You can
become a Finger Print Expert, too. Can you imagine a
more fascinating line of work than this? More trained
men are needed. Here is a real opportunity for you.

in
CourseService
Secret
For a limited time, we are making a special offer of a
PROFESSIONAL FINGER PRINT OUTFIT absolutely
free and FREE Course in Secret Service Intelligence.
Mastery of these two kindred professions will open
a brilliant career for you.
This coupon will bring you FREE BOOK and details of
of this great offer. Don't wait until the offer has expired.
Fill in the coupon now. Mail it today.

University o{ Applied Science

Dept. 1096, 1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, m.

Learn the Secrets of Identification
More and more the detection of crime resolves itself
into a/'roblem of identification. You can learn the meth•
ods o famous identification experts. You can learn the
science of finger print identification-right at home in
your spare time.
Send for the free book which tells how famous Finger
Print Experts got their start in this fascinating work.
Tells the stories of thirteen actual cases solved by Finger
Print Experts. Tells how you can become a Finger Print
Expert in an amazingly short time.

FREE
·
.
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University of Applied Science, Dept. 1096
1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chica10, Illinois
Please send me full information on your course l.n
Finger Print Identification and about Free Course m
Secret Service Intelligence. I understand that there is no
obligation of any sort.
Name _______ • ______________________ _

: : : :.
Street Address ·------------·- · __ c. - - - - - - - · ·
City and State. _____________________ Age. ___ ,

WILD

WEST WEEKLY

ISSVES - ll)()() Young Wild West and ''Arizona Al •,; or, The
Wonderful Luck of a Cowboy.
1001 " Corra ling th., Road Agents; or, Arletta and the
Outlaw's Bride.
1002 " Facing His ~~oes; or, 'l'be Shake-Up At Shiver
Spll~
·
1003 " Stopping a Stampede; or, Arietta and the Cow
Girls.
1004 ·· Hottest Trail; or, The Gold Cache of the
Desert.
1005 " Rifle Duel; or, Arietta's Croes-fire.
1006 " an<I "Domino Dick"; or, The Rroncho Buster's
Dall DrPak.
1007 " Trapping the Horse Thieves: or, Arleita's
Quick Work.
1008 " and the Choctaw Cbief; or, The Hidden Val·
ley and the Lost Tribe.
1009 " Followed by Fiends; or, Arietta and the Plotters.
1010 " and the Cactus Queen; or, The Bandits of the
Sand Hills.
1011 " In Death Canyon; or, Arletta nod the Mad
Miner.
1012 " Crack Cavalry; or, The Shot That Won the Day.
1013 " After an As;;,assin; or, Arietta aud the Toughs.
1014 " Shot In the Dark; or, Wiunlng His Weigh t
in Gold.
1015 " and the Hold Up lllen; or, HQw Arietta Paid
Her Rai1som.
1016 " Arizona Round-Up; -,,., Catching rhe Cattle
Crooks.
1017 " Promise: or, Arlettn and the Blue Mark.
As Avrnger; or, 'l'lv., Vigilants' Mistake.
!018
1019 " After the D eath D ealers ; or, A Hot Fight In
the Guieb.
1020 " Defying the Blackfeet; or, Arletta and the Mys·
terious Canoe.
.
1021 " Going the Limit ; or, 'J.'b "Sbln-Dlg" at Show
Down.
1022 " Condemned to Death; or, Arlettn's Prairie Race.
1023 " Saving His Ranch: or, Wiping Out an Old Score.
102-! " Caught by Comanches; or, Atletta Daring Deatb.
1025 " Showing Up a Sheriff; or, The Right Men On a
Wrong 'l'rall.
1026 " Reckless Ride; or, Arietta·s Hairbreadth Escape.
1027 " and tbe Cowboy Sports; or, Fun and Fighting
on the RangP.
1028 " Raiding the Redskins; or, Arletta and tbc
Apache Trap.
1029 " Whooping It Up; or, The Cowboy Carnival at
Crooked Creek.
1030 " Dagger Duel: or Arietta and the Mexican
Bandits.
1031 " Quickest Shot; or, The Desperadoes or Diamond Dive.
1032 " and the Death Mine; or, Arletta Bhtf'ting the
Claim Jumpers.
1033 " Saving tb e "Seventh"; or, Tbe Fight at Red
Ravine.
b
1034 " Greaser Shake-Up; or, Arletta Stnndlng t e
Test.
Chi f'
1035 " Tra!llni,: a "Terror"; or, The Dandit
e s
Lnst Chance.
h
1036 " Savinir HiR 8calp: or, Arietta and the Deat
'Prall
1037 " Tenchlnir a 'l'end erfoot; or, The Dude's Duel
Witb the Desperado.
1
1038 " Rnsbinir the Rustlers; or, Arietta's Long
Ranire Shot.
103!1 " Grillinir thP Gold GrabberR: or, The "ShootTlp" at. Shooker.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be bent to a.ny
address on receipt of price, 7c per COPY, In money Ol
oostage stamps, · by
HARRY l!f. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street,
New York City
LAT.EST

HOW TO
SCENARIOS W~ITE
THEM
Price 85 Cents Per Copy
This book contains all the most recent changes In tbe
method of ·construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Booksto~es.
If you cannot procure a copy; send us the price,
35 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we will
malJ you one, postage free. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Sev,nth Ave., New York, N. Y,

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BCOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No.

2o.

HOW '1'U ...,o,v. SAU.. A.,."D B&.;lLll A hOA'.l'.

-Fully illustrateu. Full iustructions are given In t11is
little oook, togerner II itu instructions ou s11 imlll,ng and

riuiug, <:owpa1.11uu sport~ to Uoatiug.
1'0. 28. ll.OW TO '1'.l<; LL 1'OnT<JNES.-Every one Is
desirous of kno11lug , JJat l,is tucure life will bring

fortti, whether happ,ness or w1sery, "'ealth or p overty,
You can tell by u· glauce at tlhs little book. lluy one
and be cou vinced.
No. 20.

HOW '.l'O BECOME

A.."'

INVENTOR-Every

boy should know how lnventious originated. This book
explains them all, giving exmuples in electricity, hyd1aulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
No. 33. ll.OW TO BEHAVE.-Coutaining the ru ,es
aud .itiquette of good society and the easiest and most
approved methods of appearing to good advantage at
parties, balls, the theeatre, church, and in the drawingroom.
1'o. 35, uow TO PLAY GA,\IES. -A C0lllplete and
u seful little book, containing the rules and ngulutions
of billiards, bagatelle, back-gammon, cro,111 et. Ciommoes,
tl~
No. 36.

.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUND .i-:U.\ IS.-Contninin g all the leading conundrums of tbe day, an,using
ritldles, curious catches and witty sayings.
No. 40. HOW 1'0 MAKE AND S.E'.l' 'J.'RAPS.-Includ1ng hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels :1ut1 birds. Also ho•.v to cure sl<ins. Copio usly
1llustra t<:d.
No . .U.. THE BOYS OJ,' NEW YORJ{ E:ND MEN'S
JOKE HOOK.-Cootaining a great variety of tlle latest
jokus used by the most f,rmous end m en. No amateur
ruinstrels is complete "ithout this wonderful little booli'.
No. 42.
·rHE UOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
SPEAKER.--Contalnlng a varied assortment of stump
speeches, NL•g ro, Dutch and 11-ish. Also end men's jokes.
Just tbe thing !or home amusement aQd amateur sbows,
No. 45. THE BOYS OF , EW YORK lllINSTREL
Gt:IDE AND JOKE BOO.K .-Somcthiug new and very
!nstructiv~. Every boy should obtain this book, as it
contitlns ,full instructions for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No. 46. now TO MAKE AND USE ELEC'.l.'RICI'l'Y.
-· A d escrlpliou of the wonderful uses of electricity and
eh'<: tro magnetism; toget her ,Yith full instructions for

making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. B.v Geor:,;e Trebel,
A. M., 111. D. Conta ining over fifty illustrntlous.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND i>A,L CANOES, -A
h,.ndy book for boys, containing full tlirections for coustrncting cauoes tllld the ·lllost po1,ulur manner of sa!lin!? them. Fully illustrnted.
No. 4U. HOW TO D.EBATE.-Uiving rules for con•
ducting debates, outlines for debates, questlous tor discussion and the best sources for procuring information
on the questions given.
No. 50. HOW ·ro STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
-A valualJle book. givlug instructions in collectlu g,
preparing , mounting and preserving birds, animals and
insects.
No. 51. now TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Contalning explanations of the general prin ciples of sleightof-hand applicable to card tricks; of card tricks with
ordinary cards, and uot requiring sleigh t -of-band; ot
tricks Involving slelgbt-of-hancl, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Tllustrated.
No. 52. HOW ·ro l'LAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving tbe rules and full dire~tlons
for playing Euchre, Cribbage, Cassino, Forty-Five,
Rounce, Pcclro Sancho,· Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, aud many other popular games ot cards.
No. 56.

HOW TO BECO~IE AN ENGINEER-Con-

taining full instructions how t? become a locomotive
engineer; also directions for bmld!ng a model locomotive; together with a full description of everything an
engineer should know.
No. 58. HOW '1'0 BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King
Brady, the well-known detective. In wh!cb be lays
down some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.Containing useful Information regarding the Camera
and bow to work it; also bow to make Photographic
Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Hand•
somely Illustrated.
.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to an7
address on receipt of price, 10c, per copy, In
money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 We~t 23d Street,

New York
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